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RTI Awarded $5.8 Million Grant From State
By Eric C. Nietling
Editor in Chief
Governor Blanchard announced 
last Friday, January 27, the 
awarding of a $5.8 million grant to 
the Research and Technology 
Institute (RTI) of West Michigan.
RTI, comprised of Grand Valley, 
Michigan State, Ferris State,Grand 
Rapids JC and Western Michigan, 
was granted the award through the 
Michigan Strategic Fund to get its 
feet off the ground.
TheMSFhelpscconomic affairs 
to continue job growth, and this 
grant would be the first step in the 
right direction.
“This isabsolutely a way to bring 
more jobs into Michigan,” said 
Blanchard.
RTI is one organization in two 
diffement locations. The L.V. 
Eberhard Center and the Applied 
Technology Center, currently 
being built in downtown Grand 
Rapids, will house RTI.
In the Eberhard Center, G VSU, 
MSU and WMU all have 
engineering programs engaged.
G V offers a Bachelor of Science in 
Engineering, and MSU and WMU 
are offering Masters programs;
MSU in Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Science, and WMU in 
Mechanical Engineering and 
Industrial Eningeering.
In the ATC, GRJC 
will offer two-year and four-year 
degrees in technology and will be 
ready for use in 1990. This building 
will house laboratories for 
automated manufacturing, plastics, 
computers, drafting (mechanical 
and computerized (CAD), air 
conditioning, and culinary arts and 
hospitality ed.
Through RTI many 
companies will be able to do some 
technology research, whether it be 
through their own employee or 
with the help of a student
RTI is set up on four main goals: 
Engineering Education, Research 
and Development, Technical 
Assistance and Technology 
Training.
Engineering Education is 
already in place at the Eberhard 
Center, the other goals will be 
implemented when the ATC is 
opened.
With over 3,000 manufacturing 
companies in 30 West Michigan 
counties, the demand will 
definitely be high.
According to Blanchard, RTI 
will “keep West Michigan on the 
leading edge” in technology and
chunk out of the grant Another $3 
million will be to expand the
and finds ways tokeep spending to 
a minimum and with maximum
Governor Blanchard spoke to the media last Friday at the awards ceremony. Photo by Bob Cooley
continue “job growth.” ___
“We will implement a 
competitive workforce project to 
develop training for local high 
schools as well area community 
colleges,” Blanchard said. This 
project will take on a $300,000
state program that runs like a 
business for manufacturing firms.
The MMS is designed to work 
with these firms to advise them in 
their advances in technology at no 
cost to the company. It helps 
accelerate Michigan’s economy
According to Blanchard, MSF 
was instrumental in developing 
NSF NET, a super-computer 
project in Ann Aibor that will be
See GRANT p. 2
New Research Project at GVSU Black
Tim Syrek
News Writer
Grand Valley State University 
is the first state school to have an 
exercise program for quadriple­
gics. The program will study the 
effects of exercise on quadriple­
gics said Brian Curry, Grand Val­
ley professor of health sciences.
The bike is specially designed 
for quadriplegics. It works by 
running electronic impulses into 
the leg muscles of the rider forcing 
him to pedal through stimulation.
‘The quadriplegic is confined 
to a wheel chair and is subject to 
deterioration. This lack of exer­
cise makes them vulnerable to 
heart, lung, circulatory and other 
diseases,” Curry said. “Which is 
what we want improved through
exercise.”
He said by studying the effects 
of exercise on the quadriplegics 
the lifestyle can ideally be im­
proved for the client. The program 
is an extension of Butterworth
Hospital, whose fledgling program 
began last spring.
The bike was sponsored by lo­
cal contributions and the South 
Kent Chapter of the American 
BusinessClubs(AMBUCS). Mick 
Rabley, chapter president said that 
the donation was moti vated by Jim
Ostema, a member of AMBUCS 
and quadriplegic.
He said that the chapter spon­
sored Ostema to Butterworth for 
the original program and he will 
be a member of the Grand Valley 
extension.
“We saw that there was a defi­
nite need in the community for the 
bike,” Rabley said. “A person 
never stood so tall as when they 
help the handicapped.”
The bike’s cost was $18,000, 
which AMBUCS contributed 
$9,000, matching the private con­
tributions.
Curry said patients are admitted 
to a clinical phase at Butterworth 
that last three months. After three 
months they are on their own. A 
hospital like Butterowrth cannot 
afford to keep the quadriplegics 
going; they are supposed to gradu­
ate into some type of home ther­
apy.
But not everyone can afford 
home therapy said Curry.
It is no cost to the user other than 
“Stimwear,” which is an under­
garment that has electrodes built 
into it to stimulate the muscles. It 
would cost around $250 said Curry.
‘This is a satellite program of 
Butterworth. We take the gradu­
ates of the Butterworth program 
into the Grand Valley program. 
The only condition to the program 
is that the quadriplegic participate 
in our research.” said Curry.
GVSU Health Sciences Professor Brian Curry, right, checks the progress 
of Steve Bushouse. Bushouse, an accident victim, is under- going 
sequential electrical stimulation of his leg muscles, which causes his 
paralyzed limbs to operate the stationary bicycle.
History
Month
Reflections On Black Contributions
Elizabeth Paul
News Writer
As February begins, so does 
Black History Month, a time to 
celebrate the contributions blacks 
have made to American society.
The celebration of black history 
began back in the early 1900’ s when 
Woodrow Wilson set aside one 
week a year to celebrate the cul­
ture and contributions blacks have 
made for our country.
Many feltthat blacks were being 
taken for granted. History books 
often omit the important events 
that involved blacks. Wilson felt 
it was time for blacksjo be able to 
celebrate their own history.
“People often need to have their 
efforts recognized to feel like they 
belong. By creating Black History 
Month, we help to create a feeling 
of belonging for the black com­
munity,” commented Amie Smith- 
Alexander, Director of Upward 
Bound.
There has been many myths 
spread about the black race saying 
that they consists only of great 
athletes and a few endowed minds.
There are so many important con­
tributions that the African-Ameri­
can ingenuity has brought to this 
country.
Did you know that the first man 
to perform open heart surgery was 
a black doctor or that America’s 
first clock was built by a black 
mathematician- astronomer?
There are too many inventions 
from the black society that we take 
for granted in our every day lives. 
Black History Month is a time to 
realize how lucky America has 
been to have these intelligent 
contributions.
Due to lower funds than ex­
pected from the Student Senate, 
the Black Student Union has had 
little help in publicizing the events 
that are to occur here at Grand 
Valley.
Black History Month begins 
Wednesday February 1, with a 
Black History Teleconference that 
will be held in the Kirichof Center.
The play, “1001 Black Inven­
tions” will be the feature on Febru­
ary 1. It will be playing in the 
Louis Armstrong Theatre at 11am.
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Alaska
Air Mass Moves On
Tim Syrek
News Writer
Temperatures fell as low as 75 
degrees below zero again Monday 
but Alaska’siecordcoldhas eased 
in some areas as a mass of frigid 
air from above the Arctic Circle 
headed toward the lower 48 states.
Movement of the huge cold air 
mass that has covered Alaska for 
about two weeks generated high 
wind that produced extremely low 
wind chill factors in Alaska, said 
Bob Carle meteorologist at the 
National Weather Service at the 
Kent County Airport 
The coldest temperatures in the 
state were recorded in interior 
communities and near the Cana­
dian border.
Carle said the jet stream, a cur­
rent of air that divides the warm air 
from the cold air, has been above 
the state for much of the winter. 
Now, the je t stream is .dipping 
down below the state and tem­
peratures will drop.
He said the cold Canadian air 
will hit the West Michigan area 
late Friday and early Saturday 
morning.
“The area should be in the single 
digits to near zeroSaturday,"Carle 
said. “The cold air should bring 
some lake effect snow to thearea.” 
Carle said the warm air may be 
a thing of the pastcome next week. 
“We should finally have some 
February like weather,” said Carle.
GRANT from p . l
center for all research in computers 
nationw ide with 140 m ajor 
institutions participating. This 
would make Michigan the center of 
research information in the world.
"With this grant, the RTI is real, 
said Fred Keller, President of 
Cascade Engineering and a member 
of the RTI Board of Governors. 
"RTI development is essential for 
manufacturing in West Michigan 
We need to continuously improve if 
we are to m eet the global 
com petition o f the '90's and 
beyond."
"RTI is the best use of taxpayers 
money, " said Dr. Bruce Chubb, 
President of RTI referring to the fact 
that many institutions were working 
together.
Through RTI, the community will 
be affected by the advancement of 
research and will continue to provide 
businesses with the kind o f 
assistance taht most other firms 
don't usually get from the state.
N ew Efforts To Protect Environment
JACKSON, ML January 16, 
1989—Consumers Power Com­
pany, Michigan’slargestutility and 
the state's largest private land­
owner, invested $10.6 million in 
1988 on new and existing efforts to 
enhance and protect the environ­
ment
In the past 25 years, Consumers 
Power has invested approximately 
$1.5 billion on projects which 
benefit the environment.
A breakdown of Consumers 
Power's environmental expenses 
includes: $6.5 million during the 
year for ongoing environmental 
protection activities. Projects 
include sulfur dioxide emission 
control at the utility’s 17 fossil- 
fired electric generating plants, 
monitoring tests which verify 
water and air purity, measures for 
minimizing and storing fly ash, 
and sound abatement.
There was a $4.1 million in in­
vestments last year for new pro­
tection measures, including ero­
sion control efforts, land restora­
tion, environmental and wildlife 
habitat enhancement and routing 
electric and natural gas lines to 
minimize impact on the environ­
ment
Environmental investments for 
new projects in 1989 are estimated 
at $5.3 million.
New projects in 1989 include 
replacement of coal burners in the 
boilers at Campbell 3, near Port 
Sheldon, and land restoration and 
landscaping activities at various 
locations on the utility’s electric 
system.
Consumers Power now bums 
low sulfur coal at all of its coal 
plants. Switching to the cleaner 
fuel cost Consumers Power an 
extra $31 million in 1987 com­
pared to buying the same amount 
of high-sulfur coal.
“Consumers Power employees 
are working diligently every day 
to minimize our impact on the 
environment, by leaving the water 
as clean as we found it and reduc­
ing io  the extent practical our
emissions to the atmosphere,” said 
Gordon L. Heins, utility’s Senior 
Vice President of Energy Supply.
“We are a company conscious 
of our environmental responsibil i- 
ties and dedicated to enhancing 
the state we live and work in,” 
Heins said.
Powerplantsulfurdioxideemis- 
sion limits in Michigan are the 
most stringent of any Midwestern 
state. All coal burned by Consum­
ers Power contains less than 1 
percent sulfur, compared to ranges 
on 2 to 6 percent for utilities in 
Indiana, Illinois and Ohio.
Sulfur dioxide emissions have 
been reduced by Consumers Power 
by 65 percent since 1975, despite a 
25 percent increase in coal con­
sumption by the utility.
Consumer Power Company, the 
principal subsidiary of CMS En- 
-ergy Corporation, is Michigan’s 
largest utility serving almost six 
million of the state’s nine million 
residents in 67 of the 68 Lower 
Peninsula counties.
The Time Has Arrived To Welcome Back The Lunchbreak Series
The winter semester Lunchbreak 
Series opens on Thursday, Febru­
ary 2, with the Bilger Duo on 
saxophone and piano.
Since their meeting in 1965 at 
Ithaca College, David and Dor- 
inne Bilger have made many radio 
and television appearances, pro­
duced two volumes of recordings, 
and traveled extensively.
The Bilger Duo has recently 
returned from a European Concert
lour, visitingEngland, Germany^ 
nd Austria.
On Tuesday, February 7, the 
Grand Rapids Symphony Brass 
Quintet will perform.
The following week, Tuedsay, 
February 14, the Myriade Vocal 
Quartet will perform in a return 
engagement. The Cleveland based 
group of four professional singers 
perform a variety of songs a 
capellla.
The tunes range from the early 
1500’s up to contemporary close 
harmonies.. The quartet’s mem­
bers met through singing in a 
Cleveland religious service and 
the group has now been perform­
ing successfully for onver a year.
The GVSU Faculty Woodwind 
Quintet will perform on Friday, 
February 17. Led by Professor Paul 
Grischke, the group will also fea­
ture Grand Rapids Symphony
artists.
The final segmentof February’s 
Lunch break series will feature the 
DeVos String Quarter. The 
members of the group are Resi­
dent Artists in thed Grand Rapids 
Symphony.
Lunchbreak Series Concerts arc 
held in Louis Armstrong Theatre 
from 12 noon to 1pm. Everyone is 
welcome to come and the admis­
sion is free.
Meet Your GVSU Senators
His reasons for joining the Senate 
were, "I wanted to make a difference for 
my campus and the community. I saw the 
Senate as a good opportunity to get 
involved."
Kelly J. Israels
Kelly Israels is a senior majoring in 
facilities management and would like to 
have an entry-level position as a 
facilities manager in a large corporation 
after graduation.
In addition to being on the Senate 
Appointments Committee for four 
semesters, Israels is vice president of 
the College Republicans.
Mike Kasmauskis
Junior Mike Kasmauskis is majoring 
in general business and would like to 
have his own business some day.
Kasmauskis is Involved in Delta 
Sigma Pi and has been on the Senate 
Allocations Committee for two 
semesters. His reason for joining the 
Senate was to help other organizations 
on campus.
A change Kasmauskis would like to see 
in the Senate Is the elimination of the 
Activity Committee, and he would also 
like more development on campus so 
organizations can have more places to 
meet and have offices.
Israels would like to change the 
student body's attitude toward the 
Senate. "Many people say 'what does the 
Senate do?' We have many things to 
improve the quality of life at GVSU."
He also feels that Grand Valley needs 
to change the surrounding area into a 
"more real college environment.
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the Question • The Grand Valley Police
Department is going to start ticketing speeders. Do you 
think this will help reduce crosswalk and vehicle accidents
LeslyHanes 
| SO Health Science 
"I don't think it will help. I think 
I the cars will stop at the cross 
walks anyway."
Bill Riley
SR Liberal Studies
"I think it's a good idea. There is 
a real problem with pedestrian 
accidents. I think there should be 
speed bumps installed."
Judy Haight 
SO History
"I think it would help. I’ve 
noticed it because of the extra 
enforcement on M-45 that speeds 
have been reduced. I think this 
will hell tern
John Hoffmann 
SR Physical Therapy
! "Considering what happened to 
I Professor Nikkels, they should do 
anything they can to get cars to 
brake."
Ladd Lorencz 
FR Undecided
"I think it would help. I see a lot 
of cars going through and I have 
to wait for a whole group of 
people because they won't let one 
person through."
Patrick Busley 
SR English/Psychology 
"I think it's a very good idea, but 
it requires more than speeding 
tickets to reduce the pedestrian 
crosswalk problem."
The "Art" Label
By Molly Anne McGinnis
Lanthorn Commentary
John Torreano’s exhibit “Gems, Stars, and Perceptual Trackings” 
hosted by Grand Rapids Art Museum is representative of a society 
searching for individuality, through means of the bizarre, disregarding 
the essence of art.
Dennis L. Komac, director of the museum states in the exhibit’s 
catalogue that . .  with this work Torreano orchestrates a dialogue 
about factual and fictional value, real and fake materials, and ulti­
mately superficial surfaces and meaningful content.” The only dia­
logue Torreano orchestrates is one of confusion, attempting to be­
dazzle his audience with an assortment of glass jewels embedded in 
structures, or wooden constructions resembling jewels, as in “Blue 
Bum” and “Oxydiamonds.”
Artistic endeavors were made in painting as well, such as one work 
entitled “Universe”, an acrylic and pastel on water color paper. The 
carelessness is appalling, lacking skill and refinement. Too bad 
Torreano did not have a coaster available when he was working on this 
piece or he may have prevented those nasty “wet-glass rings” from 
marring the work.
In the essay “A Deadly Sin—Creativity for All”, Anthony Burgess 
states, “Art begins with craft, and there is no art until craft has been 
mastered. You can’t create unless you’re willing to subordinate the 
creative impulse to the constriction of a form. But the learning takes 
time, and we all think we’re entitled to short cuts.” Biting as these 
words are, they make a statement about what present society chooses 
to label as “art”. How many Torreano-like exhibits are displayed and 
encouraged thoughout the country?
Today’s society is experiencing a period of “failed individuality “ (a 
Saul Bellow term from Mr. Sarrimler's Planet) in which the individual 
attempts to assert an identity through aberration, lacking the essence of 
what' “human” is. Bellow testifies, “Perhaps when people are so
and wilder.” Our society passed through that phase with surrealism and 
Dali, but it has moved beyond that. Art such as John Torreano’s is void 
of reality, without any semblance of truth.
Labeling John Torreano’s exhibit “art” is like calling cubic zirconia 
a diamond.
The Lanthorn L etters Section
M y Turn
Your Turn To Speak Out
I’M SoRt?Y SIR. aLL 
THe No'EoMB'THRear
flights a®e full.
adSleiM*
feCKYFttN.
NsvJS-Nea
To the Editor,
Thank you for bringing in ope of the most colorful and original writers 
i^t has been my pleasure to read. As a sports writer, Franklene Hodges earns 
the tide, "Cliche' Queen of the Eighties." One warning though; with lines 
such as "ran like the wind" and "faster than a speeding bullet," Christopher 
Cross and Superman could wish to bring law suits on the grounds of copy­
right infringement.
Here is a suggestion for improving Ms. Hodges' already exciting style. 
When writing about the women's track team, it would be perfeedy 
acceptable to use the personal T in the story in place of Ms. Hodges' name. 
An example of this would be, "The ladies didn’t waste any time in the 
competition, as (I) immediately placed f irs t .."  reflective of the spirit and 
the style of Ms. Hodges' writing.
I look forward to further endeavers by Ms. Hodges.
Sincerely,
Bruce Mikula
Mr. Mikula,
/ must question your knowledge of journalistic style. The moment 
a writer inserts the word "I" or "me" into his or her story, it is consid­
ered an editorial-just someone's opinion of what took place. The way I 
see it, Ms. Hodges it trying to throw a bit of action into the story-in 
sports, you can get away with it.
Of course, in most everyday newspapers, the participant in the 
event usually won't get the assignment because of conflicting interests 
But, this is a college newspaper, and like most college newspapers, 
unfortunately havemany readers who would rather ridicule the problem 
rather than come to the paper and help correct it.—Ed.
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The
Weekly
Crossword
Puzzle
Solution p. 16
ACROSS
1 E q u a l i t y  
4  S l o g a n  
9  P o l i c e m a n :  
s l a n g
1 2  N a t i v e  m e t a l
1 3  P o e m  b y  H o m e r
1 4  H a s t e n
15 Rely on
17 Standards ol 
perfection
19 Be In debt
20 Winter vehicles
21 Rabbit
23 Greek letter
24 Ceremonies
27 Perform
28 Flaps
30 Trial
31 Guido's low 
note
32 Glass 
containers
34 Therefore
35 Memorandum
37 Old name for 
Thailand
38 Church 
bench
39 Walk on
41 Measure of 
weight: abbr
42 Cushions
43 Stage whisper
45 And not
46 Expert 
48 Keep
51 Be In debt
52 Subject of 
discourse
54 Arid
55 Article of 
furniture
56 Talk
57 Piece out
DOWN
1 S eed c o n ta in e r
2 Exist
3 R um or
4 U n d e rg ro u n d  
e x ca va tio n
5 A n c ie n t
6 A ga ve  p lan t
7 C au da l 
a p pe nda ge
8 M o re  unusua l
9 V irtu o u s
10 L u b ric a te
11 F o o tlik e  pa rt 
16 F e m a le  sheep 
18 R edacts
20 C ra fty
21 V is it in tru s iv e ly
22 P e rfo rm e r
23 S m a ll rugs
25 A n c ie n t c h a r io t
26 Packs  away
28 As fa r as
29 Th ick  s lice
32 A n im a l
33 P rin te r s 
m easure
36 P lagued 
38 C o m m e m o ra ­
tive  m arch 
40 Food p ro g ra m s  
42 Vessel
44 Let fa ll
45 S le nd e r pa rt 
o f b o ttle
46 C row d
47 V en e ra tio n
48 In le t
49 Irr ita te
50 B ro o d  o f 
pheasan ts
53 H eb rew  le tte r
1 2
12 J
I S
High quality oceantront accommodations for 7 fun-filled nights. 
Round trip chartered motor coach transportation.
Free pool deck parties and optional activities.
Food, merchandise, and service discounts.
Optional excursions available.
Full-time staff on location.
All taxes, tips, and service charges Included.
COLLEGE PttSS SERVICE
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Lincoln Country Club 
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drink specials every hour
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The Uinthorn is a student-run weekly publication, the majority of its 
revenues are raised through! die sale a advertising. The opinions expressed in 
The Uinthorn do not necessarily reflect those of Grand Valley State Univer­
sity.
7he Lanthom s deadline lor all ad material is 5p.m. THURSDAY 
7he Uinthorn conducts business at the Kirkhof Center, Main Campus 
Allendale, Michigan 49401. Phone: (616) 895-3120 or (616) 895-3608. Sub­
scriptions to The Uinthorn are available for $12 a school year. Make all 
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Share A
Good Book
Children are invited to share their 
favorite books in a drama class that 
will be held at 0  VSU for eight anc 
nine-year-olds. The class will be 
offered on Saturday mornings from 
January 21 through February 18.
GVSU Communications Profes­
sor Laura Gardner Salazar and 
Grand Valley State drama students 
will lead the classes.
The last session on February 18 
will feature Patricia Hale Whitton 
from Rowayton, Connecticut, who 
is a youth theatre expert and editor 
of New Plays, Inc.
Whitton will lead the children 
and a groupof residentsat a local re­
tirement home in drama activities 
that demonstrate her improvisa- 
tional work.
There is an $8 fee per student fa- 
supplies. For enrollment informa- 
tion, call the GVSU School of
Red Cross
The A m erican Red 
Cross B loodm obile  
w ilf.b e  on campus 
once a ga in  th is  
Thursday, February  
2, fro m  11:00am to  
P A 5 p m .
Giving blood is  an 
exce llen t com m u­
n ity  service and as 
a lw ays the b lood  
supply needs to  be 
replenished.
The Am erican Red 
Cross needs yo u r  
help. Please come 
and give blood. The 
bloodm obile w ill be 
se t up in  the low er 
arena lobby o f  the  
f ie ld  House,
Please keep in mind that 
donations are being taken for the 
Tornado Relief Effort to our
Sister City Allendale. Illinois.
Photos by Julie Edinger
A committee was appointed last 
fall to search for a Dean for the R.E. 
Seidman School of Business.
Committee membersare: Faculty 
from the School of Business- Gregg 
Dimkoff, Richard Hall, Donald 
Klein, Gene Klippel, and John 
Reifel; faculty from the University 
- Faite Mack; administration- Mary 
Seeger, John Gracki, President 
Lubbers, andGlenn Niemeyer, local 
Grand Rapids Community- Rich 
aid Gillett, Doyle Hayes, Dorothy 
Johnson, and Fred Keller; and na­
tional perspective- L.William 
Seidman.
According to committee chair­
man Glenn Niemeyer, the group 
has received a report from the con­
sultants to the search; adopted a list 
of preferred leadership characteris­
tics; enacted a national recruitment 
strategy; and established a timeline 
for completion of the search.
‘During the past month we have 
>een implementing those strategies 
which will ensure a strong candi­
date pool,” Niemeyer says.
‘Credentials have now begun to 
arrive and committee members have 
begun to review them. Candidate 
generation and review will continue 
for the next six weeks.
In late February the committee 
will meet again and narrow down 
the candidate pool.”
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University Relaxes 
On Dorm Rules
(CPS)—Boston University, 
which during the fall had imposed 
strict new dorm rules some saw as a 
return to the heavy-handed regula­
tion of student life of the 1950s, has 
slightly relaxed its efforts to stop 
students from having overnight 
guests in their dorm rooms.
The rules, however, are still 
“oppressive," a student protest 
leader maintained.
“They are notchanged that much,” 
said Susheel Srikonda, a computer 
science major who helped form a 
group called Active, Concerned, 
Together (ACTyto fight the ban.
BU President John Silber an­
nounced he would accept a task 
force’s suggestion to allow over- 
night guests who are related to dorm 
residents.
Wilber had formed the task force, 
made up of students, parents, fac­
ulty members and B U officials, after 
thousands of students demonstrated 
against the prohibition—which one 
speaker said would “ban life after 
11pm”—when it was announced in 
September.
Under the new rules, students still
can not host unrelated guests of the 
opposite sex in their rooms after 
11pm.
The recommendations don’t sub­
stantially change the original deci­
sion, said Srikonda, who argued 
roommates, not administrators, 
should determine who may stay in a 
room overnight.
In November, the University of 
Portland in Oregon did decide to let 
individual dorms set their own visi­
tation policies"by consensus among 
student residents.”
Yet BU spokesman Kevin Carle- 
ton contended BU had gone farther 
than Srikonda claimed. “The initial 
policy that was proposed was that 
there would be no overnight guests.
The tone of it was to discourage 
overnight guests.” The new policy 
“is saying there certainly can be 
(related) overnight guests. It de­
scribes the format in which that can 
occur.”
He concedes the university, which 
has a dormitory population of about 
8,500, cannot police the dorms. But 
BU, Carleton added, is obliged to 
discourage certain behavior.
Colleges Sponsor First West Michigan Career Fair
GVSU, in association with Aqui­
nas, Calvin, and Hope colleges, is 
sponsoring the first West Michigan 
Career Fair.
The event brings students and' 
TJoterittal employers ’''ftig&Keh'
Employers set up booths and stu­
dents may submit resumes and 
arrange interviews.
Haworth, IBM, Amway, and 
Foremost Insurance are among the 
companies planning to attend.
5, .computer
science,
iphasized. 
The Career Fair will be held on 
Thursday, February 16, from 
10:00am to 1:30pm, in the Kirkhof
Center on the Allendale Campus.
The event is open to all area col­
lege students and admission is free.
additional career dbys-W’dl 
be held in April when government 
and non-profit organizations will 
attend. Occupational fields will 
include education, social science, 
and liberal arts.
Members Of The Reagan Administration Say They Have Changed Federal Student Aid
Eight years after they rode into 
Washington, D.C, pledging to 
change federal student aid forever, 
member of the Reagan administra­
tion can say they suceeded. In their 
wake they will be leaving students 
who generally have to borrow aid, 
money they used to get as grants.
Virtually all observers — 
wheather conservative or liberal — 
say they dramatic shift in financial 
aid programs from grants to loans 
probably is the administration’s 
most enduring campus accomplish­
ment.
“Debt,” said Fred Azcarate, presi­
dent of the U.S. Student Associa­
tion (USSA) in Washington, D.C., 
“is the great legacy of the Reagan 
administration for students.”
Still others are disappointed the 
trend away from the grants wasn’t 
faster.
“The intent of financial aid was to 
supplement the cost (of a college 
education),” contended Jeanne Al­
len of the Heritage Foundation, a 
conservative think tank that helped 
develop many of the 
administration’s campus policies.
“It was never meant to guarantee 
everyone gets a college education,” 
she continued. “Ronald Reagan’s 
goal was to get back to the original 
intent... to ensure full access to 
access to a college education.but 
not that it would be fully paid by the 
federal government.”
Allen said Reagan largely suc­
ceeded in “making sure only the
people who were deserving got aid 
money.”
President Reagan came into of­
fice with other education goals, too, 
like abolishing the Department of 
Education, shifting the responsibil­
ity for funding campuses from 
Washington to the states and, of 
course, drastically cutting the fed­
eral budget for schools and col­
leges.
But/‘the announced intention to 
decrease expenditures, .never mate­
rialized,” noted Terrel Bell, 
Reagan’s first education secretary.
It wasn’t for lack of tryjhg. In his 
first two budget proposal and again 
in 1987, the president tried to cut 
some major programs by as much as 
half.
“We forced Congress to decide 
the programs are not expendable,” 
said Edward Elmendorf, who was 
assistant secretary for postsecon­
dary education from 1982 to 1985. 
“Congress had a chance each year 
to take a (vote) on how much pro­
grams should be cut, and what their 
impact would be.”
‘They repeatedly asked for cuts 
in student aid, but that was rejected 
by Congress,” recalled Charles 
Saunders of the American Council 
of Education (ACE), a lobing group 
for campus presidents from around 
the nation.
“They wanted to do away with 
student aid,” asserted Rick Jerue, 
staff director of the House 
Postsecondary Education Subcom­
mittee. “Things would have been 
far worse if Congress had not op­
posed the Regan administration on 
cuts.”
Most direct aid to campuses for 
libraries and housing were in fact 
abolished, as were aid programs like 
student Social Security and the 
Middle Income Student Assistance 
Acl
, In the process of attacking those 
and other programs, “they did 
manage to throw student aid pro­
grams into disarray and confusion, 
and we’ve fallen behind the actual 
purchasing power of 1980,” the 
ACE’s Saunders claimed.
The shift from grants — which 
student don’t have to repay — to 
loans was probable the most signifi­
cant and longlasting byproduct.
“The shift from grants to loans 
was not a fluke,” said Gwendolyn 
L. Lewis of the College Board. “It 
will probably cdhtmueT We’re not 
likely to see a shift (back to grants) 
in the future.”
In the mid-1970’s, Lewis said, 80 
percent of the federal aid given to 
students was in the form of grants. 
By 1987-88, it was down to 47 
percent.
C. Ronald Kimberling, who 
served in the Education Dept under 
Reagan, administration” he said, 
adding the government loaned $7.8 
billion to students in 1981, up from 
$1.9 billion in 1978.
However, the amount of money 
granted to students also rose during
the same period. Much of the 
increased loan money was given to 
middle-class studen ts, who had been 
made eligible for student loans for 
the first time.
Student life, regardless of who 
started the shift to loans, has been 
changed as a result.
Liberal arts students, for example, 
changed their majors from lower- 
paying careers like teaching to more 
lucrative fields because they knew 
they’d need to repay loans, sone 
said.
“Students know they are going to 
graduate with large debt, and that 
affects what classes they pick, what 
majors they choose, what jobs they 
select when they graduate,” claimed 
ArletteSlachmuylder, president of 
the State Student Association of 
New York.
"It creates a lot of presure on the 
student that hasn’t existed in the 
past,” he added.
USSA’s Azcarate charged, 
“Some students will be in debt for 
the rest of their lives. Many young 
people are not going to college 
because they can’t assume the 
debts.”
And many who do choose to as­
sume those debts now can’t pay 
them back, critics said.
Just covering degaulted loans 
costs Washington $1.6 billion a 
year,up from $530 million in 1983 
and about half the total it spends on 
Stafford Loans (formerly called 
Guaranteed Student Loans).
Lewis of the College Board pre­
dicts “the amounts of money (actu­
ally loaned to students) will have to 
be reduced because the cost ( of the 
defaults) will have to be covered.”
Increased spending torepay banks 
for defaulted Stafford Lows ac­
counts for part of the increase in the 
Education D ept’s budget during the 
Reagan years. Nevertheless, the 
budget did rise, Reagan supporters 
noted.
“When I started, “ former Secre­
tary Bell said, “the budget was $ 14 
billion. Now it’s $21 billion. 
There’s a perception in academia 
that there were cuts, but in actual 
dollars, there’s been an increase.”
After inflation is figured in, 
however, student aid programs were 
actually about 20 percent smaller in 
1986 than in 1980, a 1986 USSA 
study alleged, while an August, 
1988, ^ Wall Street Journal analysis 
pegged the decrease at 9 percent 
from 1980 to 1988.
Bell said “the response of the 
higher education community and 
Congress frustrated” th e  — 
adminstration’s hopes to cut col­
lege spending more, and some 
Reagan critices remain bitter about 
it
“We’ve been forced (to fight) to 
hold the status quo,” Azcarate said.
“I’d rather work on issues such as 
the retention and recruitment of 
minorities instead of defending 
programs that have existed for 
years.”
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Surveys Report Booming Job Market
(CPS)- - The job market for this 
year’s college grads is booming.
“ There’s no question about it," 
reported Angie Aschoff of Linn- 
Ben ton Community College’s 
placement office in Oregon, “the 
number of jobs advertised with us 
is up this year.”
It’s happening nationwide. Two 
major annual surveys, released in 
December, of national corporate 
hiring of new grads both predicted 
a happy spring.
Northwestern U niversity’s' 
Lindquist-Endicott Report pre­
dicted an 8 percent jump in corpo­
rate demand for graduates with 
bachelor’s degrees. Those gradu­
ates will receive starting salaries 
that are an average 4.6 percent 
higher than those earned by the 
Class of ’88.
Starting salaries for students 
with new master’s degrees should 
be 3.5 percent higher than last 
year’s, NU ‘s report added.
W hile M ichigan State 
University’s Annual Recruiting 
Survey does not paint as rosy a 
picture, it does predict “new gradu­
ates will face a healthy job mar­
ket.”
MSU asked 427 corporations 
about their hiring plans. In re­
sponse, the firms expected to make 
3.1 percent more job offers to stu­
dents this year, and said they were 
especially interested in hiring more 
women and minority grads.
Some students consequently 
feel they’re in the driver’s seat 
“I’m looking for an attractive 
company with travel and bene­
fits,” said University of Maryland 
senior Maurice Boissiere of his 
job search. “Right now I’m look- 
ingatcompany profiles. I’m inter­
viewing them.”
The companies feel it, too. 
“We will be offering jobs to 
people who know they are going 
to be in great demand,” conceded 
Sail Odle, recruiting manager for 
IBM. “We have to offer jobs that 
are challenging and intersting.” 
Deborah DeBow o f Eastern 
Washington University’s Place­
ment Office also found “there’s 
more competition (for students), 
so companies are getting more 
aggressive. They’re buying ads in 
student publications and coming 
into the office to set up stratigies 
with the (placement) director.” 
Observers attribute the scramble 
for students to corporate concern 
that there won’t be enough grads 
to hire in the future.
A recent U.S. Labor Dept, study 
predicted one million fewer young 
people will enter the job market,” 
said Trudy Marotta of the Mamot
Corp.
Victor Lindquist of Northwest­
ern added companies also are 
hiring because the companies 
themselves expect to prosper.
Sixty-one percent of the firms 
NU surveyed thought they’d be 
more profitable in 1989 than they 
were in 1988.
“Corporate America is confi­
dent the economy will remain 
strong despite concerns by so- 
called experts about the volatile 
stock market, the deficit, trade 
balance, megamergers and the 
increased competition in the mar­
ketplace,” Lindquist said.
His report closely followed an 
early December survey of 14,000 
employers by Manpower, Inc., a 
temporary employment services 
company.
Twenty-two percent of the 
companies expected to add to their 
workforces during the first three 
months of 1989, while 11 percent 
foresaw staff reductions.
“We were a bit surprised at the 
hiring strength indicated by-thosc 
figures,” Manpower President 
Mitchell Fromstein said.
“After a year in which three 
million new jobs were added to the 
U.S. workforce, we expected to 
see a slowing down of job forma­
tion.”
Peace Fund's Purpose At GVSU
Molljri Anne McGinnis
News Writer
The Grand Valley State Univer­
sity Peace Fund was established at 
GVSU in 1987, promoting the 
cause of peace in the affairs of 
people and nations.------- ----------
There is also an attempt to in­
crease sensitivity to the concerns 
aroused by the presence of nuclear 
arms in our world. The funds are 
used for purchasing media materi­
als andsupporting GVSU courses 
whichhave content in keepingwith 
the purpose of the Peace Fund.
Special interest for students are 
the Peace Fund’s scholarship 
award of $500, and the essay con­
test award of $250.
Peace Fund Scholarship
An award of $500 is presented 
to a GVSU student based upon
personal, academic, and financial 
consideration. The applicant is to 
submit a personal essay and a tran­
script of college-level academic 
work. *
The personal essay is an oppor­
tunity to indicate the level of per­
sonal conviction; commitment, 
involvement, and activity in keep­
ing with the emphasis of the Peace 
Fund.
Evidences that display a deep 
commitment to the prevention of 
nuclear war, a reduction or elimi­
nation of the nuclear arms race, or 
any advancement to the cause of 
world peace.
Active involvement and partici­
pation in such activities and or- 
ganizaitons is relatively important. 
Those who apply soley on the basis 
of personal conviction and com­
mitment are urged to enter the 
Peace Fund essay contest
. Pea^e Fund Essay Contest
An award of $250 is presented 
to an active GVSU student who 
best reflects the rationable and 
emphasis of the contest Essays 
should stimulate thinking and 
awareness with regard to the is-
sues of war and peace.--------------
Moreover, no essay could be 
complete without including con­
sideration of the concerns in- 
toducedby the presence of nuclear 
arms in our world.
Deadline few both Peace Fund 
Scholarship Award and Essay 
contest is March 15,1989.
For further information about 
the scholarship and essay contest 
write or call:
The Academic Resource Center
125 Commons
GVSU
Allendale, MI 49401 
Telephone: 895-3588
Area Entertainment And 
Educational Schedule
Feb. 2 “Prague Chamber Orchestra with Jeremy Menuhin”, Hope
College, Holland, 394-69%. .
Feb. 3 “Native Son”, 1986 film based on Richard Wnght s novel,
Frauenthal Center, Muskegon, 722-4538. . . . . .
Feb 3 & 5  “GaiteParisienne, Our Town, Ballet Espanol and Mien 
Himmel” Civic Ballet midwinter performance. Friday, 8pm and S unday 
3pm and the cost will be $13-15 Adults, $8-9 Students, Civic Theater,
454-4771.
Feb. 3-18 “The Musical Comedy Murders o f  1940 .Civic Players,
Kalamazoo, 343-1313. ■>
Feb. 4-11 “Winterfest”, Grand Haven, 842-4910.
Feb. 6 Informal gathering with Rep. Walter DeLange. Topics 
include recent legislation and bills under consideration followed by a 
question and comment session, 10:30-11:30am; 2001 S.E. Robinson
Road, Free, 732-4466. _
Feb. 7 “Wrapping Up Christo’s Art” with Suzanne Eberle of
Kendal College of Art and Design. Lectures to be held at Grand Rapids
Art Museum at 12:00pm.
Feb. 8 “The Significance of Heritage Hill Architecture . Slides 
and narration by historian Barbara Roelots will be at 10:00am. The cost 
will be $2 per person, Ladies Literary Club, 61 S.E. Sheldon Blvd., 459-
6322.
Feb. 8 The Osipov Balalaika Orchestra from the U.S.S.R. will be 
performing at the DeVos Hall at 7:30pm. The cost will be $20-24, for 
more information please call 456-3333.
Feb. 8-11 and 15-18 ‘The Real Inspector Hound” by Tom 
Stoppard. Muskegon Civic Theatre, Frauenthal Center, Muskegon. For 
more information please call 722-3852.
Feb. 10-11 “Pops Concert: Grand Rapids Symphony” Playful and 
amusing performances recall the tradition of English street entertainers. 
The event starts at 8pm at DeVos Hall and the cost is $7-20. For more 
information please call 456-3333.
Feb. 11 Kalamazoo Symphony Chamber Orchestra will feature 
William Wheeler on bassoon in their performance at Stetson Chapel, 
Kalamazoo. For more information please call 349-7759.
Feb. 11 & 1 2  West Shore Symphony Orchestra, with guest 
conductor VolkmarFritsche will be performing at the Frauenthal, Mus­
kegon. For more information please call 726-2400.
Feb. 12 “A Salute to Freedom” will be the theme for the Grand 
Rapids Symphonic Band- The performance will be at DeVos Hall 
beginning at 3:30pm and the cost will be $5 Adults and $2.50 Students. 
Call 456-3333. ■
Feb. 13 Informal gathering with Senator Vernon Ehlers. Topics to 
be discussed are recent legislation and bills under consideration followed 
by a question and comment session. The gathering will run from 10:30- 
11:30am at 2001 S.E. Robinson Road and there is no charge. For more 
information please call 732-4466.
Feb. 14 “What is Art” The unanswerable questions with James 
Karsina of Aquinas Collage. Lecture to be held at the Grand Rapids Art 
Museum at 12:00pm.
Thru February “Voigt House Museum Guided Tour.” The tours 
will be on the 2nd and 4th Sunday and every Tuesday. Call 458-2422 
Monday and Wednesday mornings for special arrangements. Admission 
is $3 for Adults and $2 for Children and Seniors.
Thru Feb. 5 John Torreano: “Gems, Stars and Perceptual 
Trackings” Mixed media constructions by the Michigan bom artist will 
be at the Grand Rapids Art Museum, (refer to article p. 3).
Thru Feb. 10 “Aquinas College Faculty Exhibition” at the Art and 
Music Center Gallery. Call Koinonia at 459-8423 for more information.
Thru Feb. 11 Mary Clark, framer Grand Rapids artist, will display 
recent work at the Holland Area Art Center. For more information please 
call 396-3278.
Thru Feb. 26 “Pink Floyd: The Wall” A Chaffee Planetarium sky 
show, with music of Pink Floyd’s “The Wall”, will feature a state-of-the- 
art laser light show. Thursdays at 9pm, Fridays and Saturdays from 9-
the Lanthorn
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Earl Reed: High 
Performance Comedy?
By Robert Bennett
Features Writer
The ad read: Earl Reed, High 
Performance Comedy. So I 
figured; “Hey! That sounds pretty 
good!” Right?
Wrong!
Earl Reed opened his act 
speaking so rapidly that I could 
barely understand him. Thus the 
connotation, High Performance 
Comedy. Yet, when he closed his 
act he was so slow and seemed so 
bored that I have to describe it as 
‘Turtle Migration Chuckles.”
_  However, as my idol Woody 
Allen states, “There are redeeming 
qualities in everything. Even a 
novel by Gore Vidal!” So there 
must have been some funny 
moments to Earl Reeds’ 
performance last Thursday night, 
and there were.
Naturally, there were the 
ritualistic barbs and jeers thrown 
at Allendale and GVSU. “I’ve 
always wanted to go nowhere and 
well, here I am!” , and the 
surprisingly original, “Grand
Valley? That sounds like.....salad
dressing!”
He also spent a good deal of 
time poking fun at the Greek 
system on campus by changing 
the name of a fraternity into some 
kind of new disease. “I’ve got
Sigma Phi Epsilon?! Last week I 
had Kappa Kappa Kappa!” Earl 
then poked fun at peoples’ majors. 
One of the more memorable was 
an unluckyCriminalJustice major, 
“What do they do for your final?
Hold adonut in front of your face.
»»
The high pointof the show didn’t 
even come from Earl himself! It 
came from an audience member. 
Earl was talking about death, “I 
think that the best way to die would 
be in your sleep. I don’t know, is 
thereabetterway?” This prompted 
the aforementioned audience 
member to yell out his own opinion 
on the perfect form of expiration, 
which was, not surprisingly, sex 
(only , he expressed it more 
bluntly!). After this uproarious 
outburst, Earl himself was 
incapacitated as he fell to his knees 
and had to hang onto the 
microphone stand so he wouldn’t 
fall over completely.
AH in all, it was not an 
entertaining evening and I felt 
uncomfortable as I sat there 
looking at Earl Reed glancing at 
his watch because he was bored 
and had nothing tosay. Sothenext 
time that Earl Reed comes back to 
GVSU, maybe his trademark 
should be, "Earl Reed: Clock 
Watching Comedian."
mm
Last week, the Program-Board brought to  GV. EOrt Reed? Cltick
Watching Comedian. Photo/Bob Cooley
(CPS) — This year’s freshmen 
are depressed, disapointed, and 
debt ridden, the biggest survey of 
national student attitudes reported 
Jan. 9.
The findings of the American 
Council on Education and 
University of California at Los 
Angeles (UCLA) annual survey 
of308,000freshmen paintapicture 
of collegians “who are not 
confident about the future,” 
sumarized UCLA’s Kenneth 
Green.
A record number of students, 
for example, reported frequently 
feeling “overwhelmed” and 
depressed.
“We have very high suicide rates 
among colege students now,” 
added Alexander Astin, the UCLA 
professor who directs the survey. 
He attributes them to “trememdous 
pressures on young people to 
achieve.” Whatever the reason, 
10.S percent of the nation’s 
freshmen reported feeling 
“depressed?’ ‘frequently; -up 'from 
8.3 percent of 1987’s freshmen 
and 8.2 percent of the 1985 
freshman class.
See FROSH, p. 10
At Last...A Music Group (Most) Everyone Can Get Into?
in Ann Arbor.
The forging of the Huntunes 
unique identity sets them apart 
from other bands. Their music is 
not easily classified because they 
cover such a wide range of musical 
styles. The mass appeal of the 
Huntunes music is the unexpected 
variety of songs they play in slickly 
coordinated sets. The next song 
can be completely different from 
the one before, but the transition is 
very smooth. In the absence of 
gimmickry, their original pieces 
allow their distinct personalities 
and talents to show they’re intent 
on building a lasting musical 
career.
The Huntunes have be together 
for two years. Knowing each other 
in school has created a strong 
uniting force that emits positive 
energy when they perform. There 
is a lot of ambition coming from 
within the Huntunes, who practice 
four nights a week, travel around 
the state to perform at various 
clubs, and work 40 hours a week 
individually.
The core of the Huntunes 
polished musical talent is lead 
vocalist/chief songwriter Jusun 
Escher. As self-proclaimed 
“Narrator", Escher conducts pure 
energy through his rebellious 
dance movements while singing 
such controversial lyrics a / want 
to Be a Communist, a Huiuunes 
v
By Angelia D. Groom
Guest Features Writer
Plowman and Ned Niemi.
The Huntunes? I asked around 
when 1 first saw posters for this 
band. Who are they and what kind 
of music do they play, hunh? 
Alternative? Progressive/ New 
Wave? College Mainstream?
My first orientation with the 
Huntunes was March 1988 at the 
Intersection. Inquisitive I ventured 
out to this seemingly sinister bar in 
East Grand Rapids known for its 
interesting bands and interesting 
clientele. I found the guitar- 
oriented Huntunes, from StJohns, 
a small town north of Lansing. 
Then a four man band they played 
mainly progressive and obscure 
music. I was impressed with the 
strong collection of music they
of their own innovative originals, 
alternative songs, and select 
borrowed cover tunes. Their 
instrumental sound and vocal 
power was strong enough to 
invigorate even the most casual, 
passive listener. Their harmonies 
were excellent and their music was 
definitely danceable.
The Huntunes are very versatile, 
encompassing many stylistic 
interests. Their transitional ease 
makes them a favorite on the MSU 
campus at Rick’s American Cafe 
in East Lansing. At Sensations in
M ichigan, playing quite 
successfully at Millie’s Palm 
Beach Cafe and the Intersection in 
Grand Rapids and at Rumours in 
Grand Haven. They’ve recently 
hit Rick’s on the U of M campus
East Lansing the Huntunes opened 
for the Rhythm Corps, a Detroit- 
based band touring after national 
release of their “Common Ground” 
album. The Huntunes are no 
homeboys. they get around West
original. Escher reproduces with 
exacting precision the acoustic 
guitar on Just Like Heaven by the 
Cure. The powerful harmonica 
and vocal capacity Escher 
commands on Desire by U2 is 
amazing. Escher, a Lansing-area 
outdoor advertising artist, and the 
other band members design the 
promotional materials and 
logotype used by the Huntunes.
Lead guitarist Greg Fox departs 
from his sedate state to heartily 
sing Elton John’sCrocodi/e Rock. 
He plays some rich sounding guitar 
on the Bo Deans tunes Fadeaway 
an&Still the Night. Fox and Escher 
harmonize extremely well on 
Bowie’s Ziggy Stardust.
Dan Plowman is the heart of the 
rhythm section. “D.P.” executes 
strongly developed sound that 
gives solid structure and texture 
vital to the Huntunes sound. This 
is evident in Read About It and 
The Dead Heart by Midnight Oil.
Adventurous bass guitarist Ned 
Niemi produces bold sound in the 
resurgence of c lassie gems such as 
Love is the Drug by Roxy Music 
dS\A Rebel Rebel by David Bowie.
Wholesome newcomer Chns 
Howe joined the Huntunes in fall 
of 1988. As the newest member he 
adds even more substance as 
keyboardist and guitarist. The 
Howe man has established his song 
See HUNTUNES, p. 10
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Talk 
Radio
F n r n c  t ®  »y  Andrew K «
I
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►<
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Talk Radio, the latest scathing 
look at our society from Oliver 
Stone, is one weird picture. Once 
again, Stone has taken a facet of 
our society and attempted to 
demonstrate its faults and its flaws. 
In his previous films, however, his 
characters feltlikeindividuals ever 
if  they were drawn from 
stereotypes. With TalkRadio, they 
remain confined to stereotypes in 
a convuluted, surreal script 
Eric Bogosian plays talk show 
host Barry Champlane, an 
abrasive, antagonistic person 
loosely based on Alan Berg, a 
talk show host murdered by a 
white supremacist group called 
the Order. Barry started out as a 
suit salesman who did radio as a 
part-time job. He later got his 
own show and became a big 
success. He also cut his hair in 
the process. We are informed if 
these major events in Barry's life 
through the use of off-color 
flashbacks (Bogosian's wig is a 
piece of comic genius. Too bad 
it isn't intentional). These are 
the worst flashback sceans I have 
ever witnessed.
Eric Bogosian was featured in 
The Caine Mutiny Court-Martial, 
a made-for-TV movie that aired 
last spring, and he proved himself 
to be an intense, capable actor. He
could have been good here, but the 
script is such a mess that he never 
gets a chance to prove i t  I have 
never heard acharacter say so much 
without really saying anything. 
This seems to be the point of the 
film, and although it might sound 
interesting, it actually leaves the 
movieblandandpointless,because 
by saying nothing pf value, they 
never convey this meaning in any 
way that we identify with.
One final word on one of the 
supporting actors. Alec Baldwin 
is seen here as Champlane’s boss, 
and is also seen in Working Girl as 
M elanie G riffith ’s sleazy 
boyfriend. Here he has once again 
proven himself a mature, strong 
actor amid the ruins of a film gone 
bad. Hopefully we will be seeing 
more of this gentleman in the 
future.
TalkRadio is not a horrible film, 
it’s just confused. Some might 
find i t ’s m eandering style
appealing. __
Talk Radio is playing at Studio 
28 and Showcase. It is rated R.
Critical Crumbs: S.T.A.G.E. 
will be presenting their one-act 
student-produced plays in two 
weeks (round figure). Next week 
we wiD talk to those involved on 
this project. And, yes, another 
movie.
I was strolling along, minding 
my own business, when this guy 
came up to me and punched me in 
the nose.
I kept walking.
The guy ran across the street, 
picked up a crowbar, then started 
pounding me across the face.
I went the other direction. 
Finally this person reached into 
his pocket and pulled out a Nifel- 
10 flamethrower. He pressed the 
trigger, lita match, and blasted me 
full strength.
I had had just about enough. 
“Hey buddy, what the heck do 
you think you’re doing?”
This guy looked wild. It was the 
middle of winter and here he was 
in a raincoat, a pair of galoshes, 
and one of those wide brimmed 
sailor hats.
“You’re not showing me the 
proper respect!” he screamed.
I spat in his face. “Who do you 
think you are?”
I feel the need to clear a few 
things up pertaining to comments 
made in last weeks Sound 
Response. I do this not out of 
revenge or spite, but for clarity.
To start with, I only own one 
Steely Dan tape, Gold. It was a 
Christmas gift from an Uncle living 
in New York who didn’t know 
what kind of music I listened to. 
Anyway, he recommended this 
group and spoke very highly of 
them, so I gave it a listen to.
Now, as pointed out by Mr. Tap 
in a previous conversation, there 
are three greatest hits albums. Mine 
jsut doesn't happen to be one of 
their all rock LJP.’s. It should be 
noted that my review of them was 
a positivie one and the last
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The Other Side
“The Laker!”
“The who?”
"The Grand Valley Laker! lam 
your symbol, your sign, your 
leader, your guide, your...” 
“You’re that guy from the 
football games!”
“He’s a fake!” the Laker guy 
screamed.
By now I thought the poor old 
guy was going into convulsions. 
He foamed at the mouth and 
generally looked unhealthy.
“How come the Wolverine is so 
famous?” he pleaded. What does
thatstupid Spartan have overme?”
By now I felt bad. “Oh come 
now, it can’t be all that bad, get up 
and let’s do one for the ‘ole blue 
and mauve.”
“Blue and white!” he bawled.
Whoops.
Somehow I had to cheer the 
poor guy up. An idea popped to 
mind. I ran to the back of my car 
and pulled out a nice cold one.
His face brightened as I put the  ^
Budweiser in his wrinkled hands.
Yeah, I Ifiiow what the real 
school spirit is.
sentence, “elevator music worth 
listening to,’' doesn’t appear 
without cause.,)t would be suffice 
to say that I heard one of the Steely 
Dan tracks, F.M., in my great 
grandmother’s building, in the 
elevator.
I apologize to Mr. Tap if this
seems insulting, but it happened. 
He went on to say that I favor 
“dance-oriented club music,” 
music that “can be programmed 
intoa5-l/4” floppy disk.” Well,if 
anyone can dance to Skinny Puppy 
or A Split Second. I’d like to see it.
See SOUND, p. 10
We’ll Keep You 
In The 
Dark!
Complete Darkroom Supplies • Film 
Quality Photo Finishing • A /V Equipment 
Cameras * Knowledge and Experience.
A R D E N ’S
PH0T0»MART/AUDIOVISUAL, INC.
1000 W. FULTON • GRAND RAPIDS. Ml 49504 • (616) 456 7881
The girls of AOII w ould  
like to extend their sincere 
wishes and congratulations 
in welcoming the pledge 
classes for the winter semester
w w
go Greek!!!
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1988 Fall Semester Dean's List
__  <t
The Lanthom Would
Like to Congratulate
itsthe Following Studei
on Their Outstanding
Academic Achievement
Nicole Abood, Jeremy Abramson, Angela Ackley, Mark 
Adas, Terry Adler, Matthew Adrianson, Pamela Aitken, 
Brenda Alfred, Janie Almy, Karolyn Aluia, Tammy Alvestef- 
fer, Artemisia Anderson, Elizabeth Anderson, Eric Ander­
son, Jackie Anderson, Mary Anderson, Terri Anderson, 
Diane Angle, Rose Antrim, Amy Apostol, Robert Arent, 
Debra Amtson, Kimberly Arsenault, Tina Arvan.^Gregory 
Assink, Michael Assink, Joy Aten, Carl Atkins, Janet Atwood, 
Mark Augustyn, Susan Auth, Ronald Averill, Steve Avram, 
lan Babcock, Bobbi Bailey, Kimberly Baker, Wendy Baker, 
Patti Ball, Sandra Ball, Terese Baranoski, Michael Barbee, 
Dan Barbrick, BarbaraBarissi, Dedra Barkus, Kristi Barnhart, 
Rosanne Barton, Shari Bartz, Bennett Bassette, Patrick 
Bauder, Brenda Baum, Margaret Bayer, Tim Bazany, 
Christine Beam, Sonja Beckman, Julie Beebe, Otto Beebe, 
Jennifer Beech, Kay Bekampis, Amy Belcher, Jolene Ben­
nett, Janice Bentley, Keith Berends, Karen Berg, Rebecca 
Bernstein, Alona Berthold, Steven Bilski, Jeanette Birdsell, 
Kurt Bishop, Kristin Bisson, Contessa Bjorkquist, Catherine 
Black, Janice Blauwkamp, Carrie Blok, Margaret Bluhm, 
Bridget Boerigter, Kim Boerman, Bette Boersma, Ann 
Boettner, Curtis Boeve, LynelteBolek, Susan Bondy, Kath­
leen BonthuisJKenneth Boomgaard, Amy Borgman, Callie 
Bos, Patrick Bosley, Roxanne Bossingham, Elizabeth Bouch, 
Janna Bouma, Stacey Bourcier, Theresa Box, Pamela Brad- 
dock, Beverly Breen, Terry Breen, Holly Brege, Pamela 
Brenner, John Breuker, Joy Briggs,Christyn Brigham, Susan 
Brock, Nancy Brokaw, Alicia Brokoff, Laurel Brondsema,
S tacie Bronkema, James Brooks, Kathleen Elizabeth Brooks, 
Paul Brooks, Douglas Brouwer, Mark Brouwer, Jeannine 
Brown, Michelle Brown, Pamela Brown, Barbara Bruce, 
Tina Bruggema, Cheryl Brum low, Karen Brummans, Judy 
Brune, Janean Buckborough, Katherine Buehler, Michael 
Buitenhuis, Alissa Bull, Jana Bump, Karen Burchard, Myra 
Burke, Paul Burman Tonya Bums, Laura Bush, Susan Bush, 
Mary Bushman, Michelle Butler, Pamela Butler, Steven 
Butler, Richard Buttermore, Stacey Butzin, Kelly Calhoun, 
Karen Campbell, Kristin Campbell, Linda Carlesimo, Kerri 
Carlisle, Jean Carlson, Wendy Carlton, Maureen Carmody, 
Margaret Cattenhead, Audrey Cavanaugh, Alicia Cepaitis, 
Amy Marie Chadwidck, Randall Chadwick, Pamela Cham­
bers, Kathleen Chandler, Patricia Chatary, Paula Chouinard, 
Connie Clarey, Rebecca Clem, Patrick Clonan, Julie Cnos- 
sen, Barbara Cole, Tracey Colling, Amy Collins, Victoria 
Collins, Chris David Cook, Susan Cool, Wilma Coomer, 
Rhonda Cooper, Stacey Cooper, Rick Costen, Julie Coval, 
Candace Cowling, Valerie Cox, Patti Crandle, Martha Craw, 
Duane Calver, Jon Cummings, Michella Cummins, Michael 
Cupples, Toni Curtiss, Susan Cuson, Rebecca Cutler, Ther­
esa Czamopys, Valeria Dakin, Sherrie Davenport, Kenneth 
Davis, Scott Davis, Tracey Davis, Joan Dawson, Grant Day, 
Kristin Day, Daniel Daymon, Robert Dean, Cynthia Deboer, 
Susan Jean Deboer, Diane Debruin, Bonnie Defauw, Eliza­
beth Dcfields, Kerry Deheus, Lucinda Dejong, J udy Dclage, 
Particia Deleeuw, Amy Delobel, Cristine Delong, Karen 
Demccstcr, Robert Dcmerhcant, Renee Demeulenaere, 
Wendy Derrick, David Dettloff, Kathryn Devries, Robin 
Deyoung, Amy Diehr, Jamie Diepcnhorst, Michelle Diet- 
rich, William Dillon, Scott Dobrowolski, Joan Doezema, 
Joan C. Doe/.ma, Kevin Domeier, Wendy Domcier, Tim 
Domsic, Jeffery Dood, Scott Doom, Pamela Dowd, Kim­
berly Draeger, Karen Draper, Chantee Dufort, Robert Dur- 
kcc. Darnel Dushane, Laurie Dwarshuis, Lisa Dyer, Karl 
Dyke, Marla Dyke, Amy Dykhouse, Bonnie Dykstra, Mich­
elle Eastman, Brian Eichenberg, Amy Eldrcd, Rachel Elen- 
baas, Kerri Ellcrthorpe, Robin Ellison, RobertElvey, Melissa 
Emeott, Beverly Emerick, Timothy Englund, Deborah 
Erickson, Pamela Emzer, Jenny Eshleman, George Eurich,
Sheryl Everson, Jason Ewert, Robert Faber, Dawn Farah, 
Lori Fassett, Debora Fatchett, Ali Fedio, Lisa Fenton, Brent 
Ferguson, Christine Ferguson, Ronald Feuerstein, Leclair 
Flaherty, Joy Flanders, Todd Flath, Michelle Flowers, 
Matthew Flynn, Jennifer Forslund, Clemille Fowle, Erin 
Fox, April Franklin, Teresa French, Elizabeth Freysinger, 
Angela Frick, Karen Fridsma, Deborah Frontczak, Andrew 
Fugate, Theresa Gale, Diana Gamer, Teresa George, Timo­
thy Gerrits, Connie Gesser, Tami Geysbeek, Rebecca Gezon, 
Denise Gier, Ronda Gilbert, Annette Gillespie, Gwendolyn 
Glaser, Renette Glass, Dawn Glossen, Maryellen Glunz, 
Sonja Gohrmann, Gretchen Goodenow, Timothy 
Goudzwaard, Jeralyn Gray, Lori Greene,. Gail Greenman, 
Pamela Gregorski. I .aura Gregory, Beverly Jane Greydanus, 
Timothy Grider, Kimberly Griffin, Kathryn Groeneveld, 
Linda Grand, Douglas Gulker, Jonathan Gundry, Colleen 
Gunn, Tamara Guy, Paul Haagsman, Terry Haaksma, Amy 
Marie Haan, Karen Haan, Eugene Haberman, Sarah Hall, 
Susan Handlogten, Diane Harig, Michael Harmonm, Karla 
Haitline, Linda Havalda, Catrina Haveman, Melissa Hayes, 
James Hayness, Ricard Hayward, Connie Hecksel, Jennifer 
Heeres, Kimberly Heinz, Kirk Heinz, Lori Helman, Karen 
Helman, AngelaHeltz, Maik Henderson, Julie Henke,Ronnie 
Henkel, Nilsa Hernandez, Keith Hesche, Sandra Hess, Br­
idget Hillman, Star Hine, Lisa Hoedema, David Hoek, 
Steven Hoek, Deanne Hoeksema, Karin Hoekstra, Laurel 
Hoffman, Deborah Hohman, Jennifer Holdread, Todd Hol- 
leman, Diane Holwerda, Lisa Marie Hopkins, Lori Hopp, 
Stephani Horan, Martin Horgan, Rebecca House, Danis 
Houser, Connie Houting, Teresa Howard, Susan Howell, 
Linda Huey, Ronald Huizinga, Shawn Hulst, Todd Hunt, 
Luanne Hurst, Elizabeth Huyck, Sally Inbody, Amy Inman, 
Steven Irvine, Jodi Irwin, Robert Isble, Kathleen Jablonski, 
Roberta Jackson, Karen James, Kimberly Jeffrey, Karen 
Jerxils, Joellen Jesko, Lisa Jipping, Joel Johnson, Lara 
Johnson,Mary JaneJohnson.TrishaJohnson,Nancy Johnson, 
Jeffrey Jordan, Teresa Juddawlkis, David Kammeraad, Alice 
Kamps, Annette Kamps, Joseph Karafa, Denise Karis, 
Timothy Katsma, James Ketaer, Michelle Kelbel, Kim 
Kelynack, Charlotte Kemp, Marianne Kendall, Lynn Ker- 
ber, Michaela Keucken, Lynda Kieft,
Kathy Kimbel, Janice King, Melajo Kinsman, Karen Kirt, 
Charles Klanke, Beverly Kaye Klecka, Terri Kleeman, 
Kelly Knappen, Lisa Knoll, Jeanne Knop, Beverly Knopp, 
Amy Koehler, Judy Koenes, Robert Konopinski, Barbara 
Kooiker, Johannes Kooistra, Susan Koster, Steven Kosters, 
David Kotecki, Theresa Kozarski, Karen Kozlowski, Kyle 
Kreun, Ann Kroll, Bruce Kroll, Brenda Kronemeyer, Shan­
non Kronemeyer, Sara Kronlein, Kimberly Krueger, Tammy 
Krueger, Ellen Kruggel, Sharon Kruse, David Kruszynski, 
Denise Krynicki, Lisa Kuiper, Karoline Kulas, Rebecca 
Kuncaitis, Margaret Kundinger, Eric Kunnen, Denise Kuzee, 
Lynn Kwiatkowski, Bernard Labeau, Lori Lacourt, Mark 
Ladetto, Celeste Laforest, Michelle Lakatos, Katherine 
Landsberg, Patricia Lane, Jack Lapp, Elizabeth Larson, 
Vicki Larson, Sandra Laverge, Vincent Leafers, Leigh 
Lenhart, Amy Lewis, Julie Lich, Mary Lidgard, Tara Lind­
quist, Christopher Lipinski, Cheryl Long, Carmen Lowe, 
Janet Lucas, Bernice Luce, Nancy Lund, Amy Lutz, Diana 
Lynn, Kathleen MacDonald, Margaret MacPhee, Marianne 
Maddock, Melissa Maguire, Patricia Mallory, Ted Mana- 
sian, Kathleen Marron, Kenneth Marten, Cheri Martin, 
Daniel Martuch, Gary Mast, Tracey Masterson, Paula 
Matlock, Robert Maton, Sheryl Matthysse, Kristi Mattson, 
Michael Maxson, Barry May, Melissa May, Rhonda, Mayn­
ard, Wendy McCormick, Kathleen McDonald, Brian McE- 
wan, Kim McFall, Sondra McFall, Todd McFall, Samuel 
Mcllhagga, Tina McKenna, Kelli McLaughlin, Pamela 
McLaughlin, Kimberly Mead, Paul Meade, Todd Meden- 
dorp, Karen Meerman, Catherine Anne Mehler, Andrew 
Menard, Wendy Mercer, Daniel Michalik, Christine Mick- 
elson, Kristine Middleton, Steven Mftjour, Charles Miller, 
Timothy Miller, Marla Mills, Kristin Miner, Lori Minerick, 
Robert Mirque, Patricia Moe, Marilyn Montgomery, Diane 
Moore, Steven Morren, Benjamin Mosher, Susan Moulton, 
William Mousel, Angelina Mox, Randal Mulder, Kevin 
Mull, Tim Mullaly, Kimberly Mumby, Kristine Munger, 
Colleen Murphy, Paul Muskovin, Carrie Nadrasik, Leslie 
Nagel, Geraldine Nalbach, Timothy Nelson, Todd Nelson, 
Jody Neuman, J ulie Nickman, Connie Nieboer, Polly Noonan, 
Charles Noordyke, Douglas Norlin, Kathryn Northuis, Brent 
Noskey, William Notman, Jay Nyzowyj, Debbie Qbetls, 
Donald O’Brien, Duffy O’Connor, Amy O’Kelly, Douglas 
Olender, Shahryar Oliai, Deborah Oosterliouse, Lori Oos- 
terman, Thomas Opre, Lori Osbourne, Brian Osterink,
Timothy Page, Kristie Pagel, Denise Palmer, Lisa Palmer, 
Mary Pappas, Leah Parizon, Jody Parker, Michelle Parkin­
son, Kevin Pastoor, Dwight Patten, Pamela Patton, Eliza­
beth Paul, Barbara Pavlick, Bonnie Payment, Nicolette 
Pearce, Gwen Pekel, Brenda Pell, Gena Perez, Anna Pe- 
setsky, Mary Peterlin,
Kimberly Peters, Brian Peterson, Joy Peterson, Hop Pham, 
Kellie Phillips, Roger Poel, Mark Post, Virginia Post, Jami 
Posthumus, Monique Posunaa, Christine Potto-, Christo­
pher Potter, Cheryl Pratt, Jan Louise Prause, Brian Price, 
Laurie Prince, Julia Pringle, Renee Puper, Kristine Purple, 
juliePurwin,JaneQuain, Stanley Quardokus, Shawn Quillin, 
Mitch Quirin, Michael Otis Rabach, Janice Rairigh, Michael 
Rash, Daniel Rausch, Laura Rauwerda, Scott Redman, 
Catherine Reed, Jeffrey Reed, Melissa. Reeves, Michael 
Reid, Richard Reitsma, Kristin Rennells, Rebecca Reno, 
Lisa Reyes, Mason Riegel, James Riekse, Michael Ring- 
wood, Kristy Roberts, James Robinson, Laura Robinson, 
Robert Robinson, Lynn Rockwell, Bonnie Rose, Lesley 
Ross, Jan Rotman.LisaRubleski, Jean Rusco,JosephRussell, 
Theresa Russell, Joanna Ruth, Jeffrey Ryan, Jill Ryan, 
Darlene Rynkowski, Patrick Saam, Barbara Sanchez, Robert 
Samiak, Alicia Sauers, Rachel Savelland, Brian Sayers, 
Steven Schaefer, Sandra Schauer, Lara Schaut, Anne Schie- 
bach, Erin Scheidmantel, Christopher Scheil, Terri Scherer, 
Kristina Scheuneman, Jeffrey Schiller, Kerry Schley, Belle 
Schmidt, Stacie Schneider, Kristen Schottey, Curtis Schreur, 
Thomas Schreur, Jennifer Schultz, Teresa Schutte, Jennifer 
Schutzler, Debra Schwartz, Sandra Schwartz, Sarah Scott, 
Lisa Sellgren, Ken Shaw, Rodney Shell, Mary Shull, Nancy 
Siemion, Debra Sietsema, Christiane Sievertsen, Andrea 
Simon, Gail Simonson, Audrey Sims, Debra Skidmore, Lisa 
Slatinsky, Brian Smith, Christy Smith, Heide Smith, Karla 
Smith, Mark Smith, Monica Smith, Traci Snider, Alison 
Snoey, Kristin Sonnemann, Melissa Southern, Penelope 
Spencer, Sherrie Spencer, Kimberly Spring, Wendy Stancliff, 
Paul Start, Matthew Steffes, Thomas Stephenson, Paula 
Sterett, Angela Steve, Aaron Stevens, Brian Theodore Ste­
vens, Marie Stocker, Paula Stocker, Paulette Stcritzmann, 
Elizabeth Stowe, Derek Strehl, Christine Stuck, Timothy 
Sturgeon, Gary Succaw, Anita Suite, Roseann Sumpter, 
DavedSurowitz, Erin Sutphen, Amy Sutton, Gayle Swank, 
Ellen Swart, Beth Sweers, Elizabeth Symansiri, Robert 
Synk, Laura Taheri, Ilene Taugner, Jill Taylor, Matthew 
Taylor, Sonia Teachout, Melanie Tellier, Kathryn Temple, 
Paul Teneyck, Kimberly Terhorst, Shawn Terhorst, Jeffrey 
Terpstra, Sandra Terrell, Daryl Thelen, Andrew Thiery, 
Rodney Thiss, Joan Thomas, Rachel Thomas, William 
Thomas, DebraThomasma, Mary Thome, Sheryl Thompson, 
Tracey Thompson, Daniel Thorbjomsen, Kathleen Thue, 
Thomas Tobey,TraciTodcer,PatriciaTorres,CharlesTowns, 
Richard Traxall, Lana Tubman, Anita Tuinstra, Michelle 
Tuinstra, Laura Turczyn, Dale Robert Udell, Richard Ulery, 
Nancy Underhill, Amy Upham, Sherry Vanbemmelen, 
Colleen Vanbuskirk, Kevin Vandenakker, Lori Vanden- 
bosch, Joel Evan Vandenheuvel, Jeffrey Vanderberg, Ni­
cole Vanderberg, Deborah Vanderjagt, Elizabeth Vander­
jagt, Rebecca Vanderjagt, Charles Vanderkooi, Cassie 
Vanderlaan, Kathlin Vandermolen, Michael Vanderploeg, 
Sally Vanderschuur, Karen Vandersloot, Patrick Vander- 
wal, Sharon Vanderwall, Peter Vanderweide, Denise Van- 
duine, Randal Vanduinen, Mary A. Vandyke, Mary S. 
Vandyke .Laurie Vaness, Charles Vankula, James Vanli- 
erop,Renee Vannortwick, Nancy Vanrhee, Tamara Vanrhee, 
Marcia Vantfmmeren, Sharon Vantimmeren, Janel 
Veenkamp, Betty Veenstra, Dawn Veltman, Dorothy Ver- 
hage, Kelli Vernick, Jon Versluis, Yana Veurink, Laura Vis, 
Kathy Vissers, Laurie Wagner, Sheryl Wagner, Michelle 
Wainwright, Gail Walker, Ronald Wallish, Kelly Walter, 
Glenn Warners, John Watson, Michelle Webb, Shari Webb, 
Sally Webster, Sally Weener, Erika Weise, Stephanie Weiss, 
Scott Weitzel, Linda Welch, Rebecca Welde, Kristen West- 
cott, Sonia Westphal, Lori Wes tra, Mari lee Wexstaff, Karie 
White, Dean Wiegand, Kevin Wieland, Krista Wieland, 
Shawn Douglas Wiersma, Patricia Wieske, Lynne Wieszala, 
Wynn Wikman, Ellen Wiland, Nancy Wiber, Brandon 
Williams, Carol Williams, Deborah Williams, Matthew 
Williams, Michael Williams, Michelle Williams, Elizabeth 
Wilson, Kathleen Wilson, Mary Wilson, Cami Wing, Angel- 
ique Wise, Christina Wisneski, Mary Wisneski, Debra Wolf, 
Amy Wolfe, Theresa Woltanski, Jeannie Wood, Todd Wood, 
Carlotta Woolpert, Ann Marie Wressell, Donna Wright, 
Wendy Wyse, Nancy Wysocki, Kazumi Yagi, Jill Yates, 
Trena Yonkers, Dawn Zalis, Tina Zawacki, Paul Zdro- 
jewski, Elizabeth Zimmerman, and Karen Zwar.
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Frosh More Conservative, Smoke 
More Than Upperclassmen
(CPS) — College freshmen arc a little 
more politcally conservative, tend to smoke 
more and seem more interested in going on 
to graduate school than their predecessors, 
the annual American Council on Education 
and University of California at Los Angeles 
(UCLA) survey of 308,000 first-year 
collegians indicated.
•More freshmen than ever before, 21.8 
percent, listed themselves as politically 
“conservative.” Thelowestpercentageever, 
24.3 percent, characterized their views as 
“middle of the road.”
•Nevertheless, the students tended to take 
classically “liberal” stands when confronted 
with specific issues like what to do about 
pollution, requiring corporations to have 
consumer protection programs, abortion 
(more than half the freshmen thought i t '
HUNTUNES
From p. 7___________________________
writing skills and uses his vocal talents to 
bring renewed enthusiasm to the trendy pop 
song New Sensation by lNXS.
The Hun tunes are laying down the initial 
tracks for their first LP at Harvest S tudios in 
East Lansing. This mid-spring release will 
be available on casset compact disc. Some 
tracks to look forward to are Bed o f Coals, 
Shauna, Fight For Your Love, and Eddy's 
Gone which received airplay on Aris 
Hamper’s WLAV New Music Review of 
local bands. Showcasing this independent 
record may lead to a deal with a major label 
and subsequent radio play.
So if you’re looking for an entertaining 
evening and a band with audacious sound, 
venture out to see the Huntunes. Bass 
guitarist Ned Niemi invites you to “Come 
out and see us play.” Justin Escher 
adds,’’We’ll be up there having tigood time. 
We love to have fun with the audience.”
should be legal) and school busing.
•A record number of freshmen supported 
AIDS and drug testing. A still bigger 
percentage, 71 percent, favored employee 
drug testing.
•Reversing years of decline,more students 
are smoking. 10.1 percent of this year’s 
class said they smoked, compared to 8.9 
percent fo 1987’s freshmen.
•Nearly six out of every ten freshmen said 
they planned to get an advanced degree of 
some kind. “These rising
aspirations,” said survey associate director 
Kenneth Green of UCLA, “suggest that a 
growing proportion of the students feel the 
bachelor’s degree will not be and adequate 
credential in the job market during the next 
decade and into the next century.”
SOUND 
From p. 8
I would also like to think that my column 
attempts to cover many musical tastes. It 
ranges from Top 40, New Wave, Punk, Soft 
Rock, Hard Rock, and some older stuff. For 
the record, just because I happen to review 
new L.P.’s doesn’t mean that I don’t have 
other musical interests. For example, I enjoy 
the Motels, DianaRoss, AFlockOf Seagulls, 
and The Steve Miller Band.
While I respect Mr. Tap’s comments, I 
think that next time he should be more 
careful who he makes sound shallow. After 
all, who knows, in ten years Bon Jovi could 
be elevator music. Till next week.
FROSH
From p. 7
More than one of every five freshmen felt 
“overwhelmed by all I have to do.”
Green added freshmen may by unhappier 
than previous generations because “a larger 
number than ever before are not attending 
their first-choice college.”
“F irst-choice” colleges are often 
expensive, and the survey indicated students 
are not getting enough financial aid to afford 
them. Those who are getting aid are getting 
it in the form of loans that have to be repaid.
Only l5.6percentof the students entering 
colege for the Fall ’88 term recieved Pell 
Grants, which don’t have to be repaid. It 
was the lowest level in the survey’s history, 
Green'said. In 1980, almost a third of the 
freshmen got grants.
“The federal goverment has, in effect, cut 
back on most of the financial aid programs 
intended to help college students from low- 
and middle-income families,” Astin 
concluded.
As a result, he said, “the burden of paying 
for college has shifted increasingly to 
students, their families and the nation’s 
colleges and universities.”
The resulting money pressure apparently 
has changed the way the freshmen view the 
world, Astin and Green said. The economic 
recession that plauged families nationwide 
in the early 1980s and continues to plauge 
them in many farm and energy states changed 
the students, too.
“These are the children of economic 
upheaval,” Green said. "The recession of 
the “80’s was worst than anything since the 
Depression (of the 1930s).”
A record number of freshmen—72.6 
percent—said they were going to college 
primarily to get higher-paying jobs later in 
life.
By contrast, a majority of freshmen in 
1968 saw “the college years as a time for 
learning and personal development,” Green 
said.
Freshman Participation in Student Aid Programs 
(peicenufM, 1978-1988)
86 '88
corner m u  i s r v c i / universitv  or c a u k m n a  a t  l o s  an g e le s
Trends in Political Preferences 
7 5  (percentages, 1970-1988)
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Reasons for Attending College 
( p e r c e n t a g e  i n d ic a t i n g  " v e r y  i m p o r t a n t " )
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COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE, UNIVERSITY O f CAllfO R N IA A t LOS ANGELES
This year’s freshmen “are like their 
grandparents who experienced the 
Depression.”
T-TOLD Y-YOUVE SHOULD HAVF PICKED GRAND VALLEY APARTMENTS
We’re right on the edge of campus.
The alternative you deserve.
GRAND VALLEY 
APARTMENTS-----
PHONE: 895-6351
September 15,1946. W ildcard 
Day. The day the world changed 
forever, according to the authors 
in a collection of anthologies 
entitled Wild Cards.
An alien virus is unleased on the 
world by a race of humanoids 
seeking to test this manufactured 
microscopic monstrousity. By 
altering the host’s genetic code, 
the virus causes a wide range of 
transformations, from a woman 
with transparent skin, toapolitician 
with the power to influence other 
people’s thoughts and emotion. 
Because The changes are 
unpredictable, the virus is referred 
to as the wild card virus. People 
deformed by it are called jokers, 
while people given superpowers 
by it are called aces.
Wild Cards talks about how aces 
and jokers have influenced the last 
forty years. Science fiction authors 
such as Roger Zelazany, Melinda 
Snodgrass, Victor Milan, and 
-6 eerg e -T L  R. -Martin have 
assembled to see what the world 
might have been like if the great
pulp heroes of the comics were 
real. They have created a world 
that is at once familiar and 
frightening. The Bowery in New 
York City has become Jokertown, 
the largest community of jokers in 
the country. A winged ace named 
Peregrine hosts a talk show called 
“Peregrine’sPerch” (beats the hell 
out of “Geraldo”). An ace called 
Black Eagle save Mahatma Gandhi 
- from an assassin’s bullet.
The authors create facinating 
personalities, characters rich 
enough to feel like friends. One of 
them ost facinating -characters is 
the alien Dr. Tachyon, a member 
of the race that created the wild 
card who has done everything he 
can to help the victims of the wild 
card. Once a person starts Wild 
Cards, he feels compelled to finish 
them.
Wild Cards I
Wild Cards II: Aces High
Wild Cards III: Joker’s Wild
Wild Cards IV: Aces Abroad-----
Wild Cards V: Down and Dirty 
Edited by George R. R . Martin.
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Cagers Top Saginaw Valley; 
Trounce North wood
By M ark Halstead
Sports Writer
The Grand Valley basketball 
team heads into their biggest week 
of the year fresh off impressive 
victories over Saginaw Valley 
State, 83-74, and Northwood In­
stitute, 115-100, last week.
Last Thursday night the Lakers 
traveled to Saginaw to tangle with 
the Cardinals for second place in 
the Great Lakes Conference. 
Riding a strong first half, G V hung 
on down the stretch for the vic­
tory.
GV built leads of 13 points on 
three occasions enroutc to a 43-32 
halftime lead. In that half a stingy 
Lakerdefense forced 14 turnovers, 
while holding NAIA “National 
Player of the Week” Herb Sch- 
oepke to four points.
The second half started off the 
same way, as the Lakers scored 
eight of the first ten points in 
compiling their biggest lead of the 
game (51-34) with 18 minutes 
remaining.
Shawn O' Mara lays in two for the Grand Valley effort
Photo!Julie Edinger
Lady Lakers Ride Three Game Win Streak
By Tim Padot
Sports Writer
The Lady Laker basketball team 
won their game January 21 against 
Wayne State and are currently on 
a three game winning streak.
The 12-7 Lakers defeated a 
strong Saginaw Valley team to the 
tune of 60-58 Thursday when 
Sherrie Davenport sank a layup 
with 50 seconds remaining in the 
game. Davenport ended the game 
with 17 points. Sophomore Carrie 
Dillon led the team with 20points 
and eight rebounds.
On Saturday, the Ladies downed 
Northwood 71-54 in a game they 
controlled from the opening lip. 
Sticrne Davenport pitched in 16 
points and seven rebounds while 
Carrie Dillon produced 12 points, 
f reshman guard Missy Ritz hit six 
points, six rebounds, and dished 
out six assists in 36 minutes of 
play.
A pleased coach, Pal Baker- 
Gr/>b said “We have been execut­
ing well on defense and running 
die offense well, we have also been 
playing very team-oriented with a 
total contribution from everyone."
The Lakers will host Ferris on 
Ihursday and travel to Oakland 
l niversity on Saturday. They will 
try to average an earlier 71-70 loss 
to first place Oakland and climb 
hack into the conference race.
But Saginaw hung tough, trail­
ing by 15 they went on a 16-3 run 
to cut the dficit to 62-59 with a 
little over 10 minutes left
G V bounced right back as fresh­
man Jason Devine hit two baskets 
to key a 8-0 spurt and push the lead 
back to 11. The Lakers coasted 
from there as the Cardinals could 
not get any closer then five points 
the rest of the contest.
Senior Ed Finch led GV with 20 
points, 14 in the first half, Todd 
Jenks added 14, and the steady 
Kent Weirsma 12. Center Terry 
Smith also played well holding 
Schoepke in check all evening 
while scoring seven points and 
pulling down a team high eight 
rebounds.
On Saturday G VSUpushed their 
record to 16-4 by trouncing North- 
wood in a non-conference game.
Grand Valley ran away to a 63- 
39 halftime lead as they shot 63% 
(24 of 38) from the field and con­
nected on seven of nine three- 
pointers. Finch and Weirsma led 
the barrage with 14 and 10 points
respectively.,
The second half was more of the 
same as the Lakers continued to 
build the margin and held their 
biggest lead of the game (87-51) 
with 14:38 left in the game.
A strong closing by the North­
men made the final score re­
spective, although the 1,113 fans 
that afternoon left knowing who 
the better team was.
Five players scored in double 
figures, led by Finch’s 25 on seven 
of nine shooting, including a per­
fect seven of seven treys. Wiersma, 
six of Six from the field, ended 
with 18. Charlie Mandt contrib­
uted 15, Rob Gurney 14, and 
Shawn O’Mara 11 for the winners.
For Northwood Mike Urbanus 
led with 29 points and 14 rebounds 
while Lewis Ballard ended with 
21.
The Lakers face a tough week, 
hosting first place Ferris State on 
Thursday before traveling to 
Oakland University on Saturday.
Challenge Winners!
By Sarah Stinson
Sports Editor
The Lanthorn conducted the 
drawing for the winners of the 
Sports Challenge contest two 
weeks ago. Four names were 
randomly picked for a pair of 
tickets each to see the professional 
team of their choice in action.
Two of the four people have 
already been contacted. John Hey, 
a freshman who was a three time 
winner during the Challenge 
contest wanted a pair of tickets to
see the Pistons at the Palace of 
Auburn Hills.
Sam Pallottini, a one time winner 
during the season, requested a 
Saturday night Red Wings game. 
Ticket arrangements are being 
made for both of these winners.
The other two people whose 
names were drawn have not been 
reached yet. Mike Muller and 
James Lynch are the last two 
winners. Both need to call or come 
in to The Lanthorn and speak to 
the sports editor by NOON, 
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 8TH.
Grapplers Down 
Two MAC Schools
By Sarah Stinson
Sports Editor
Senior guard Toni Phelps goes around the opposition to the basket in a 
71-U win over Northwood Photo!Julie Edinger
The Grand Valley State wres­
tling team traveled to Central 
Michigan University Saturday, to 
compte against CMU, as well as 
Eastern Michigan. A rough Laker 
squad downed both MAC schools, 
by a score of 24 -12 over the Chip- 
pewas and 24-16 over EMU. The 
weekend’s success brought GV’s 
dual meet record to 3-4 overall.
Four wrestlers stood out for 
Grand Valley, taking home wins 
against both schools. Freshman 
Dave Strejc turned in another fine 
performance, and was the first 
double winner Saturday. He 
pinned MauTuckerofCentral with 
:41 left in the second period, and 
beat Eastern’s Pat Debrinrut, 10- 
1.
At 150, Laker Mark Cosby 
snatched up two victories, one 
coming in the form of a 7-4 win 
over Mark Gerken of EMU. The 
other was a 5-4 shocker over 
CMU’s Doug Shyck. Shyckisan 
upper classman sporting the best 
Chippewa record, and is consid­
ered their top wrestler.
Jim Koerber earned a 3-0 win 
over Derek Philips of Central at 
190, and another over Eastern's 
Juan Yabara, 9-1.
Heavyweight Mike Gohn 
stomped Chippewa Ken Yenger 
ina 15-1 win,and wonby an injury 
default over Pat Wyka against 
Eastern Michigan.
Things are looking good for the 
Lakers as they head into their own 
invitational Saturday, the Grand 
Valley Open, which begins at 10 
a.m.
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Runners Set 
>ur New School 
Records
Trina Yonkers fends o ff an opponent during the 800 run.
Photo/Julie Edinger
By Franklene Hodges 
Sports Writer_________________
The Lady Lakers battled for a 
first place showing against a tough 
Ferris State team at home last Fri­
day. Unfortunately, Grand Valley 
was unable to claim the victory 
the tough Bulldog team, 
which managed to edge out Grand 
Valley in the end, 82.5-71.5.
Aquinas College came back to 
compete, hoping to improve their 
performance from last week. The 
Aquinas Team gained 10 points in 
the meet.
Coach Gary Martin was pleased 
with his team’s performance. He 
commented, “Ferris State was 
prepared to give us their all in  the 
meet, considering their loss to us “ 
last year.” Ferris State was highly 
rated at the time, and it turned out 
to be GVSU’s biggest victory.
The Lady Lakers were uanble to 
claim the victory, but they claimed
four new GV indoor track records.
In the high jump, Julie Edinger 
set a new record with a “high” 
jump of 5’3-l/2.
Mary Fran Peterlin speeded her 
way to victory, obtaining her own 
individual record in the hurdle 
event, with an outstanding time of 
7.63 seconds.
Sandra Terrell claimed her rec­
ord in the 1000 meter run. Terrell 
came out on top "by running a 
3:06.69 in her event
Finally, the 1600 meter relay 
team claimed a top Grand Valley 
time in their event, setting a new 
record for the second week in a 
row. Friday’s time was a blazing 
4:08.46.
The relay team is made up of 
Mary Fran Peterlin, Barb KoolKer, 
Amy Parsil and Kristal Mack
Saturday, February 4, the girls 
will be attending an Invitational 
meet at the University of Wiscon- 
sin-Milwaukee.
ATHLI
Mary Fran Peterlin 
I receives the Laker 
Athlete o f the Week 
award for her role in 
breaking two Grand 
Valley indoor track 
records at the home 
meet last Friday. She 
blasted through the 
hurdles in 7.63  
seconds, for the first 
record time. Peterlin 
[ also ran a leg on the 
1600 meter relay 
team, which claimed 
I a top time o f4:08.46, 
[setting a new best 
I Grand Valley time for 
the second week in a 
Lrow.
Hockey Team Misses Scoring Chances; Lose 4-2
• 1 - i iL  k lu l i L L w .  L i l i L i  ' a . j  v J
By Joe Lowden
Sports Writer
“We couldn’t get the cookie in 
the cookie jar,” said Laker hockey 
coach Scou Bylsma, after last 
Friday’s loss to Northwood, 4-2. 
Bylsma was refering to the many 
missed scoring opportunities by 
the Lakers, who were unable to 
put the cookie (puck), into the 
cookie jar, (opponents goal).
In the second period, in their 
home game at Belknap, Kurt
Rushmore put the puck by the 
Northwood goaltender, Andre 
Arbelaez, for the Lakers first goal. 
After the second period the score 
was 3-1.
In the final period, new Laker 
addition Todd McCarver scored 
the Lakers second goal. However, 
after Northwood added a goal in 
the third, the Lakers were down by 
two scores and couldn’t get back. 
“It’s too stressful to come from 
behind all the time,” said Laker 
forward Kurt Rushmore.
Another new face who adds 
depth for the Lakers is goalie Jerry 
Smigelski. Sharing time with Tim 
Scarpino, Smigelski ended up 
starting at goal for the Lakers 
Friday due to “Scarp’s” absence. 
Late in the second period, 
Smigelski took a wounding shot 
off his shoulder, but was able to 
continue his goaltending. “Jerry 
played a tough game,” commented 
Bylsma.
On Saturday, the Lakers traveled 
to Midland to finish the home-
and-away series with Northwood. 
There wasn’t a winner or loser in 
this one, as the final score was 5-5.
Jeff Jasperse scored the Laker’s 
first two goals, during the first and 
second period. Todd McCarver 
also scored for the Lakers later in 
the second.
However, Northwood scored 
three goals in the second and going 
into the third period the score was 
even at three.
The Laker’s Steve Johnson and 
Mark Wiltz scored two of the first
three goals in the third. With just 
two minutes left in the game, 
Northwood’s Jason Ledingham 
scored a hat-trick and tied the game 
for good.
The only loss that the Lakers 
experienced Saturday was their 
valuable defenseman Brendan 
Brosnan. Brosnan broke his leg in 
a hip check effort, and will 
probably be out for the rest of the 
season.
The Lakers will be traveling to 
Detroit this Friday, and will go up 
against Lawrence Tech.
Call or stop in at our Burton Heights location.
CHERRY STREET PLASMA CENTER
1 9 7 3 ^ ^ > r° anp ^ e n u e  
241-6335
Mark Willz is ready for ihe'ope rung face o ff against Northwood. GV was defeated. 4-2.
Photo by Steve Jowe
HAVE YOU EVER 
CONSIDERED 
DONATING PLASMA?
But . . .  You aren't sure what plasma is used 
for or why we pay for your plasma donation.
of blood, for the preparation of plasma products for the diagnosis 
and treatment of rabies, hepatitis B, hemophilia, bum and shock 
victims, heart surgery and products to blood type donors and 
patients.
* All PLASMA donors must pass a physician-administered 
physical exam before donating, as well as pass other specific 
medical criteria required at each donation.
Plasma donations require 1 &1/2 hours o f your time.
afiihinirfrtha>*aJ»JiUtfL
Swimmers Suceed at Invitational
By Sarah Stinson
Sports Editor
The Grand Valley State swim 
teams have used their last two 
meets as learning experiences, 
swimming different events and 
distances than they may usually 
have. They are rapidly coming up 
on the GLI AC championships and 
are busy preparing themselves in 
the best way possible.
They looked strong and 
successful in a meet at Adrian last 
Tuesday, where the men 
dominated in a 110-88 victory 
and the women took a 92-85 win.
Mike Golin put in a fast time for 
a big win in the 1(X) yard butterfly 
on the men’s side.
For the women, Lori Esch and 
Dacia Darbee swept the 50 
freestyle event, and freshman Gina 
Quintela easily won the one meter 
diving competition.
On Friday and Saturday, the two 
teams traveled south to the very 
tough University of Indianapolis 
Invitational. The Grand Valley 
women finished fourth out of ten, 
and the men finished eighth.
Pete McNamara, swam an 
outstanding meet, tallying lifetime 
bests in the 200, 500, and 1650
yard freestyle events.
Kevin Fortier further improved 
his performances in the 100 and 
200breaststroke events, and is just 
shy of the team record in the 400 
individual medley.
Tracy Tyler was within four 
seconds of the team record in the 
4 00IM in her first attempt at the 
event. Robin Sergeant was right 
behind Tyler, finishing only five 
seconds back.
Beth Wilson swam lifetime bests 
in both the 100 and 200 yard 
backstroke events.
Both teams will be home Friday 
night against Albion College.
Laker Calendar
THURSDAY,
EEBRAURY2
- Women’s Basketball vs. 
Ferris- 5:45 p.m.________
- Swimming vs. Albion- 
6:30 p.m.
SATURDAY.
EEBRAURY4
- Men’s Basketball at 
Oakland- 3 p.m.
- Swimming at Kalamazoo- 
1 p.m.
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Crew Team 
Answers your 
Questions
By Greg Hartsuff
Sports Writer
Training. The sound of it makes 
any athlete cringe. Though it is 
long, tedious and dreaded work, it 
is necessity. Yes, it would be nice 
if you could compete and not train, 
butbe prepaired to get yourGluteus 
Maximus kicked. You must do it 
if you want to succeed. For crew 
we train also, and that is the subject 
of this weeks article, the third of a 
four part series.
Our varsity team practices at 6 
a.m., and the novice practice starts 
at 4 p.m. Our main concern right
wrong way, reach out too far, or 
get off time to throw the set of the 
shell off and make it tip.
The object is to get eight well 
trained rowers; all of whom are 
strong, endured, and have good 
technique, as well as being 
mentally stable. When all 
carspersons possess this 
combination, then you have a 
competitive shell.
Ninety-nine percent of the 
athletes have no knowledge of the 
sport when they join the club, 
though most have some physical 
trainingthroughhighschoolsports.
Training chews up your time.
CoiSitless hours arespMTfrauung 
for racing time which lasts less 
than ten minutes (per race). But 
for those ten minutes you have to 
be perfect, and training builds this 
perfection. The more you build 
your tolerance of pain, the better 
you will fare in the race. The pain
- Men’s Basketball vs. 
Ferris- 7:45 p.m.
ERIDAYi EEBRAURYJ
- Grand Valley Wrestling 
Open-10 a.m.
- Women’s Basketball at 
Oakland-1 p.m.
WEDNESDAY.
F E B R U A R Y  8
- Swimming at Calvin- 6 
p.m.
Halstead's Court
WANTED: HOOP FANS
Notice: As many loud,
obnoxious, unruly fans as possible 
for Thursday nights Ferris State 
University basketball game at the 
Field House.
On that night our Laker 
basketball team will be hosting the 
Bulldogs at approximately 8:00 
p.m. with a possible Great Lakes 
Conference title hanging on the 
line.
GV sporting as 6-2 GLIAC 
record, 16-4 overall, has a chance 
to pull off an upset over Ferris who 
sits atop the conference at 8-0, and 
15-4 overall.
Up to this point in the season our 
fans at Grand Valley have shown 
little or no support for a team that 
has exceeded everyone’s 
expectations. GV is slowly getting 
the reputation as an easy place to 
play because the fans are so quiet.
Just once I would like to see 
people running around with their 
faces painted Laker blue and white,
waving towels, and making it tough 
on the oppposition.
Just once I would like to hear a 
deafening roar whenever an 
opponent steps to the foul line to 
. shoot free throws, this would be 
nice and well appreciated by ■our 
basketball team.
My challenge to you the fans, is 
to show your true school spirit on 
Thursday night. Paint your faces, 
get out the white towels, get your 
voice box in tune and show the 
Bulldogs just how loud we can 
get.
Wiersma a Model of Consistency
Spring Lake senior Kent 
Wiersma has provided more than 
steady play thus far for head coach 
Tom Villemure and his Laker 
squad.
Although he is not scoring as 
much as some expect the co­
captain is showing by example. In 
the last weeks two victories he 
managed only 10 shots but hit on
nine of them enroute to 30 points. 
The quiet leader also pulled down 
seven rebounds, handed out four 
assists, had three steals, and even 
blocked a shot.
Wiersma’a true talents were 
even more evident over Christmas 
break when at.the North Dakota 
Rydell Holiday Basketball Classic 
he was named' “Most Valuble 
Player”despite shooting only 13 
times and scoring 27 points.
When All-Conference honors 
are handed down at the end of the 
year it would be a mockery not to 
have Wiersma’s name on the list. 
Because what this senior means to 
his team goes much deeper than 
statistics.
now is getting into shape, since we 
don’t actually row on the water 
until mid-March.
Our workouts are based around 
building strength while doing 
endurance work, since rowing 
demands high aerobic strength. 
'Rowing uses all mtqor muscle 
groups, and to build diem we do 
com binations o f running, 
calisthenic circuits, stair running, 
running up the ski hill, and our 
ergometers (rowing machines).
Variety and diversity are key 
factors in planning workouts, as 
these elements not ooly, £ive;the 
broad exercise that rowing 
demands, but it makes the training 
less humdrum and monotonous.
Once we are in shape and can 
get on the water, the indoor training 
tapers off and on-water workouts 
become the major training.
On-water training is more 
complex. Not only do we continue 
to build endurance in rowing, but 
rowing technique becomes a big 
factor. It is no small task trying to 
get all eight rowers to synchronize. 
The ideal situation would be to 
have eight clones. But everyone is 
different, and we all have different 
habits- even when we roy?.
The most successful cr£ws have 
the ability to mentally and 
physically become one unit, 
instead of eight individuals trying 
to put up with each other. All it 
takes is one person to lean the
is overwhelming, and once you 
conquer that you have won half 
the battle. When your body says 
“stop,” your mind has to be able to 
respond^no.”
Right now, our winter training 
is in full swing, and we will 
continue our land training until 
mid-March. The “dog days” of
winter can berelivedbyergometer 
races. Throughout Ferbruary, 
colleges get together on our rowing 
machines and compete against 
each other. Participants with the 
lowest times win.
This past weekend two 
individuals competed in the Mid- 
Winter Crew Classic in Madison, 
Wisconsin. In a field of thrity 
lightweight rowers, Kevin Van 
Houten finished 7th arid Gregg 
Hartsuff finished 10th. Their times 
for a 2500 meter piece were 8:31 
and 8:35 respectively.
Anyone who has a time schedule 
that fits ours, and is interested in 
participating in crew , we 
encourage you to come out for the 
team. Call Gregg at 895-7805, or 
Ramsey or Cary at 530-2904.
< i
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Compiled by Sarah Stinson
Laker head coach Tom Villemure won his 300th game at Grand Valley in 
an overtime thriller against Hillsdale, and has a .&S2 winmngperceniage.... 
GVSU made 14 of 31 three pointers in their win over Hillsdale, for a school
re cord.... Senior guard Ed Finch tied another school record in that game, with
eight three pointers.... Finch was also nominated for GLIAC Player of the 
Week last week.... GVSU continues to lead the league in scoring offense (92.6 
ppg), scoring margin (11.6), 3 point fg percentage (48.8%), and field goal 
defense (42.8).... FroshJoe Schuitema is the league’s top three point shooter, 
hitting 66.7 percent o f his shots outside of the arc....
Lady Hoopster Sherrie Davenport was a Player of the Week nominee last
week.... The women lead the league in scoring defense (60.6ppg), free throw 
percentage (76.5%), and rebound margin (10.6)— Carrie Dillon, Toni 
Phelps, and Sherrie Davenport are individual league leaders....
Laker hockey club leaders as of last weekend’s game.... Goals- Jeff 
Jasperse- 7, KurtRushmore and Paul Cote(tie)-6.... Assists- KurtRushmore- 
11, Mark Wiltz- 7, Paul Cote- 6....Total points (goals + assists)- Kurt 
Rushmore- 17, Mark Wiltz and Paul Cote (tie)- 12, Daryn Lawson- 9.... 
Penalty Minutes- Mark Wiltz- 75, Paul Cote- 66, PJ. Scott- 38.... Goal 
Tending-Jerry Smigelski-3 3  games; 23 goals allowed; 6.91 goals per game, 
Tim Scarpino-10.17 games; 86 goals allowed; 8.46 goals per game....
V
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HOOP HYSTERIA
By Tim Padot
Sports Writer
This week I have a potpourri of 
valuable information thatno fan can 
live without. First, let’s start'out 
with the “doomed at number one" 
theory.
Duke arrived at number one in 
mid-November then lost Danny 
Fepry to injury as well as their 
number one ranking.
Illinois took over for Duke, lost 
Kendall Gill to a broken foot, and 
bowed to Minnesota.
Louisville just glanced at the 
number one spot and Pervis Ellison 
dropped to the floor with a knee 
injury. Whoever becomes number 
one this week (probably Oklahoma), 
good luck, you’ll need it.
This looks like the season of 42. 
It’s been 42 years since Stanford 
recieved an NCAA Tournament bid 
and it looks like they’ll finally get it. 
Iowa suffered through 42 days in a 
row without a home game and they 
still have to play Indiana at the 
Hoosier Dome this week. And 
finally John Thompson and John 
Chaney’s favorite: Proposition 42. 
Boo, hiss! Let the atheletes have 5 
years to play 4 years of hoop, then 
they can prove them selves 
academically that first year.
Utah has played 23 games already 
while the rest of the nation is around 
17-18. Why is that? Then again, if 
I were Utah I would want to get it 
over with as soon as possible too.
Hats off to St. Mary’s of 
California, they have returned all 
five starters from last year and they 
now are sitting at the top of the West 
Coast Atheletic Conference with a 
17-2 overall record. After years of 
being behind Layola- Marymount 
and Pepperdine they finally are in 
the spotlight.
After much consideration, theBig 
Ten belongs to Indiana, Iowa, and 
Illinois. The three I’s (or eyes) have 
all the guts. Michigan and Ohio 
State are a step behind.
How about my "All- T.V. Rerun
Team At point guard I want 
.Richie Cunningham (Happy Days) 
but he wont shoot the technicals. 
Backing him up at point will be 
George Jefferson (The Jeffersons) 
because he looks like an old Vinnie 
Johnson. At the off- guard I like 
Gilligan to run the floor, but he’ll 
have to adjust from coconuts to 
basketballs. Backing him up will be 
Squiggy (Laveme and Shirley) 
because he always wears those 
awesome Chuck Taylors on the 
show.
Atthesmall forwardl want Jimmy 
Walker (Good Times) because he 
has a sweet J J., and I wantEb (Green 
Acres) to back him up, because he 
looks like one of those primed 
Indiana players.
My big men will feature the twin 
towers of Herman Munster and 
Learch-block shot city. Coming off 
the bench for them will be “the 
mound of rebound”, the skipper and 
Uncle Fester, (Adams Family) 
because he looks like a pale Charles 
Barkley.
My administration will consist of 
Mr. Howell as the owner and the 
Professor as my G.M. Darrin 
Stevens (Bewitched) will coach 
because he looks nice and stressful 
on the show. MyP.R. man will have 
to be Mr. Haney (Green Acres) - he 
could pack the house every night.
Okay, we might not win the 
championship but we could give the 
Miami Heat a great game.
Back to reality, I couldn ’t believe 
that six of the top ten teams lost last 
week and 11 of the top 20 teams 
bowed out. It looked like the top 20 
needed to be taken in the top, middle, 
and bottom. Teams ranked 1,2,3 
lost, 8,9,10 lost and 18,19,20 lost. 
It’s not safe to be ranked anywhere 
anymore.
Home crowd of the week: 
Louisana State at the Superdome 
(or Superdoom i f  your’e 
Georgetown) with their 53,000 fans. 
They get a new attendance record 
for a regualr season game. LSU 
beat Georgetown 82-80.
RS SCHREFER SEES IT . . . .
By Steve Schaefer
Sport* Writer
Greetings Sports Fans! I hope to 
help you keep up with the national 
sports scene in coming weeks with 
deep reaching features to ease the 
pain of those of you who do not have 
access to a daily paper or CNN.
My first endeavor will be to 
preview all 26 majorleague baseball 
teams for the upcoming season. I 
can hear you already- “what, 
baseball now??” But remember, 
spring training is only a few short 
weeks away.
This week I’ll give you my pre- 
season American League All Star 
team and some of the top rookies in 
the A.L. for ’89.
At first base you can expect 
Yankee Don Mattingly to regain his 
dominant form over the likes of Mark 
McGwire and Wally Joyner. Also, 
look for Mattingly to dramatically 
improve his 1988 .311 percentage.
Second base is a bit more 
confusing. Several good players 
exist at the position for the A.L., 
such as Steve Sax, Lou Whitaker, 
Julio Franco, and Harold Reynolds. 
However, no single player seems to 
really stand out from any of the 
others. Hut, I have a feeling that Sax 
will attempt to make the Dodgers 
pay for letting him go a la Kirk 
Gibson last year. So expect the 
second Yankee cm the listto improve 
upon .277 in ’88.
The A.L. shortstop post goes to
reliable Alan Trammell of the Tigers. 
No shortstop gives as much to his 
team in the modes of consistant 
fielding, clutch hitting, and 
leadership. For the Tigers sake, 
let’s hope Tramm, .311 in ’88, is 
healthy to make an all star 
appearance this year.
Third base has become a deadlock 
between Minnesota’s .301 Gary 
Gaetti and Boston’s .356 Wade 
Boggs. Yet, I have to give the nod 
to Boggs, who hasn’t lost an A.L. 
batting title since 1984. Boggs fields 
well and is the games best hitter. 
Remember, he also overcame Margo 
Adams to gain the ’88 batting title.
Catcher is more complicated than 
anything. No single player seems to 
stand out from the pack. MattNokes, 
slugging .251, and ’88 All StarTerry 
Stienbach, .289 in the second half 
are 89’s best bets. Gut feeling tells 
me to look to Stienbach at this year’s 
All Star affair with a solid 
performance both at and behind the 
plate.
Rightfield was the simplest spot 
on my roster to fill. Who else but 
A L, MVP Jose Canseco could lay 
claim to the position? A 40-40 
season and a .307 batting average 
seem to speak fra- themselves, don’t 
they?
Centerfield is a little tougher to 
fill, but not much. The rotund Kirby 
Puckett of the Twins seems to fit 
quite nicely at .356 and a gold glove 
for insurance. However, keep a 
sharp eye out for Ellis Burks of
Boston, (.294) and a glove to match 
Puckett’s.
Leftfield goes to fellow Bostonian 
Mike Greenwell, .325. Greenwell 
has been an incredible RBI man 
over the last two years and will 
continue to be so. Greenwell has a 
strong tradition of Yaz, Ted 
Williams, and Jim Rice in Boston to 
drive him for many years.
The pitchers on this illustrious , 
squad include Twins lefty Frank 
“sweet music” Viola, 24-7 with a 
2.64 average on the mound. Righty 
Dave “Smoke" Stewart of Oakland, 
21-12,3.23 is also among the best. 
Rounding out the pitchers is ace 
reliever Dennis Eckersley of 
Oakland (4-2,2.35, and 45 saves). 
However, Dennis will probably be 
better remembered for the homer he 
gave up to Gibson in last year’s 
World Series.
Rookies to watch for in the A.L. 
in ’89 include shortstop Gary 
Sheffield of the Brewers, first bese/ 
outfielder Luis Medina, second 
baseman Lance Blankenship of 
Oakland, and left handed pitcher 
Steve Searcy of Detroit.
Others whocould break in in 1989, 
but will probobly wait until at least 
1990 include third baseman Robin 
Ventura of Chicago, third baseman 
Montey Farris of Texas, outfielder 
Ken Griffey and first baseman Tino 
Martinez of Seattle, and catcher 
Derek Parks of Minnesota.
Next week the N.L. stars haunt 
The Lanthorn\
Proposition 42 Opens Big Debate
(CPS)— Freshmen athletes at the 
biggest sports schools in the country 
will have to pay their own tuition if 
they don ’ t have certain standardized 
test scores or grade point averages, 
the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA) decided at its 
annual convention Jan 14.
The m easure, known as 
Proposition 42, provoked a furious 
storm of protest from some coaches 
who argued it will keep students 
who use sports as a way to get a n ' 
otherwise unaffordable college 
education.
“What I am a little sick of is 
people excluding young people from 
things,” said Georgetown University 
basketball coach John Thompson, 
who walked off the court during a 
Jan. 14 game against Providence 
College to protest the new rule.
NCAA reformers, on the other 
hand, cast it as a way to keep colleges 
from exploiting young athletes.
C urrently, freshmen can’t 
participate on NCAA Division I 
teams if their Scholastic Aptitude
Test (Sat) scores are below 700, 
their ACT (American College 
Testing program) score is below 15 
and they didn’t graduate from high 
school with at least a 2.0 GPA in 
certain core courses.
Yet the freshmen remain on 
scholarship their first year while they 
try to bring up their grades. Under 
the new rule colleges would be 
prohibited from keeping the students 
on athletic scholarships if they don ’ t 
have the grades to compete.
The NCAA estimates that 90 
percent of the 600 students affected 
when the rule goes into effect in 
Fall, 1990, will be black.
“You’re not solving a problem by 
saying a young man is not qualified 
for a scholarship because he doesn ’ t 
have 700 on his SAT,” Thompson 
fumed.
Reacting to scandals in which 
four-year athletes were graduating 
as illiterates or were not graduating 
at all, the NCAA, led by its Presidents 
Commission, has been raising 
academic standards for athletes 
throughout the decade, hoping to
keep kids who were unprepared for 
college off campuses and to assure 
that college sports were played by 
“true students”.
Proposition 42,. NCAA assistant 
director Dave Cawood said, was “a 
means to strenghten the academic 
requirements of freshmen.”
Thompson, too, thought “many 
of the proponets of Prop. 42 may 
have laudatory academic and athletic 
goals in mind.”
The rule wa proposed and fueled, 
critics say, by Vince Dooley, the 
athletic director at the University of 
Georgia, and other Southeastern 
Conference (SEC) officials.
Georgia officials allegedly told 
Dooley to stop recruiting 
academically unprepared athletes in 
the aftermath of losing a lawsuit to 
Jan Kemp, who had been fired for 
complaining she’d been pressured 
to pass athletes enrolled in her 
remedial studies classes.
But Dooley’s opponcts were still 
recruiting such athletes. To keep 
competition even, Dooley convinced 
See PROP 42, p. 16
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"An Experience in Excellence"
Body Wraps
2 fer $30 or I for  $20 
($5 fee for no-shows)
Toning
$3 per visi t  through Feb.
Hours beginning February 6
D on’t w ait - Com e see us now, Exotic Tan & Tone, 
for our February Specials
/ uni t  = 5minutes Tan Time
50 units for $^0 (save $10)1 0-20 visits  
I 00 units for  $80 (save $20) 16-30 visits  
200 units for  $ I 60 (save $T0) 33-60 vis its
Hours subject to extension depending upon customer demand. Lake Michigan Drive, Allendale Center Plaza 
12-9pm  M onday and Friday, 9am -9pm  Tuesday and Thursday, 12-730pm Friday, 11am -3pm  Saturday 895*6692
Student Concern On 
Grade Posting issue
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(CPS)--As students start to get 
their first grades of the year back, 
concerns about posting grades 
outside professors' offices or 
classrooms have arisen at the 
universities o f .H ouston and 
Nebraska.
Student politicians at HOuston 
and administrators at Nebraska 
say identifying the publicly 
posted grades with students' 
Social Security numbers may 
violate a privacy law.
At Nebraska, some professors 
are now dropping the first five 
digits o f  their students' Social 
Security numbers before posting 
grades, while Houston's student 
government wants students to be 
able to ask their professors not to 
post their grades at all.
Posting grades has gotten 
shcools into trouble before.
A t the  U n iv ersity  o f 
C alifornia-Los Angeles, an 
economics professor was fired in 
1981 for repeatcdly leaving graded 
tests on a table outside his office, 
a practice that violated federal law 
and university privacy policies.
It wasn't the only time UCLA
had problems maintaining student 
privacy. In 1980, a computer 
printout with the names of 
students delinquent on their 
university loans was left out in 
public in a campus building.
T h ree  m onths b e fo re , 
confidential records were left in 
the basement of a residence hall. 
Also that year, the Dean of 
Studnets office- was blasted for 
using cards with students' grade 
point averages as scratch paper.
Letting such information out 
can not only be embarassing to 
students, but is illegal for 
admimstratiors and professors.
The Buckley Amendent of 1974 
restricts release of "personally 
identifiable records or files" toa 
nyone other than appropriate 
school officials without student 
consent.
And while Leroy Rooker of 
N ebraska's D epartm ent o f 
Education says the law is unclear 
when applied to Social Security 
numbers, the department now 
wants school officials to use only 
the last four digits of the number 
when posting grades.
A£a/ te&Z a /  a  paJUte 
/ a  £ &  S t a v e  j t / i e  & a / m e  
axS/memt t/ie at/ieA fit&A&a/n x'a 
£t£AxxA/.Axm^ a/rt£t m/s)t /mem- 
j txa/rt /JC.
For Sale
FOR SALE: Beautiful emerald. 
green formal dress. Very classy 
and expensive. . S trapless, 
T-length, made of lamay material. 
One year old, perfect condition. 
Asking $75 or best offer. Call 
784-2435 after 6 p.m. 18-tfnc
Services
T Y P I N G  - Fast, accurate, 
professional. Will type reports, 
term papers, resumes, etc. Call 
4 5 6 -6 8 5 1  or 538-5267 after 
5:30 p.m. 18-5tp
R ESEA RC H  PA PERS.
15,278 AVAILABLE! Catalog 
$2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho, 
#206 XT, Los Angeles 90025, 
Toll Free (800) 351-0222, Ext. 
33. VISA/MCQR CQD_ tfnc.
N EED  P A P E R S  T Y PE D ?
Call Mike's Print Shop. Located 
on campus! Overnight service 
possible. We type papers fast and i 
at a price a college student can 
AFFORD! Call 9 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
8 9 5 -7 3 1 2 . > 19-4 tp
Travel
S P R I N G  B R E A K
N A S S A U /P A R A D IS E  
ISL A N D  F R O M  $299.00
Pkg. includes: roundtrip air, 
transfers, 7 nights hotel, beach 
parties, free lunch, cruise, free
admission to nightclubs, taxes and 
more ! ! !  Organize small group, 
earn free' trip! 1-800-231-0113 
o r (203)967-3330. 17-5tc
HAVE YOU BEEN THINKING 
ABOUT SPRING BREAK YET? 
How are you getting there? Echo 
T ours is offering quality, low 
priced trips to D aytona and  
S o u th  Padre. For more info 
call Mike at 895-6851 or Kierk at 
895-6852. 18-2tp
SICK OF ALLENDALE? 
We're looking for a fun, neat 
female roommate to share a large 
Grand Rapids duplex with us. 
$150 plus utilities. Call now 
235-6709. 15-tfnc
SPR IN G  BREAK TOURS 
N A SSA U /PA R A D ISE  
I S L A N D  $ 2 9 9  
C A N C U N /M EX ICO  
(SLIGHTLY HIGHER) This 
tour includes roundtrip air, 7 
nights hotel, parties on the beach, 
p ro fe ss io n a l to u r gu ide 
complimentary drink. FOR 
MORE INFORMATION CALL 
NICO LE AT 895-4126. 19-nc
Wanted
W RITER S AND ARTISTS
for The Lanthorn. Must be 
energetic, and able to meet 
deadlines. Prior experience 
preferred, but not necessary. For 
more info or to apply, stop into 
The Lanthorn office, lower level 
K irkhof Center, 895-3120 or 
895-3608. tfnc
CO M M U N ICA TIO N S 
B U S IN E S S  M A JO R S  
Vector Marketing Corporation is 
now interviewing for immediate 
winter term openings. 10-40 
hours per week. May continue 
full time in summer break. Career 
openings for grads. Corporate 
training provided is currently 
taught in college classroom also. 
Internships, scholarships to 
qualified. $7.85 - 9.00 to start. 
Only serious need apply. To 
re s e rv e  in te rv ie w , c a ll  
1 45 -6250 , 12-6 and ask for 
dichelle._______________ i8-2tp
~~ :• r ^ y z r t '
nitol baft ;;e?qmor! T nriol vffsnf! 
EXPERIENCE TH E "World's 
First National Park" high in the 
R ocky M ountains. Gain 
experience in the hospitality 
industry while earning above 
minimum rates. Seasonal 
employment opportunities, May 
through October. For application 
write: TW Recreational Services, 
Em ploym ent O ff ic e  5034, 
Yellowstone National Park, WY 
82190 or call 3 0 7 -3 4 4 -7 9 0 1  
ext. 5323 or 4 0 6 -8 4 8 -7 4 8 1 . 
AA/EOE 19-2tp
..............
Wish Your Swethar, ,
or Best Friend 
A Happy Valentine's Day f
roith a [FREE 
L an th o rn  p e r s o n a l
v go t o  the L a n t h o r n  o f f i c e
¥ sh o w  y o u r  GVSU i.D.
¥ w r i t e  do wn  y o u r  I 0 m o s T  r o m a n t i c  w o r d s  
(no s leaze p l e a s e )
¥ no phone o r d e r s  a c c e p t e d
Deadline IS ihurSdag, Feb. a at noon
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The Solution PROP 42From p, 14
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A Man's Gotta Do 
WbatAMan's 
Gotta Do
All young men have 
one responsibility in 
common. They have to 
register with Selective 
Service within 30 days of 
their 18th birthday. I t ’s 
quick. I t ’s easy. And i t ’s 
the law.
A  public service message of this pub­
lication and Selective Service System
the whole SEC to observe the same 
recruiting rules he did, and then 
helped sponsor Proposition 42 to 
get all NCAA schools to do so.
The reaction was quick.
“It’s a racist rule,” said Temple 
University basketball coach John 
Chaney. “For an athletic 
association to dream up a 
nightmare for black youngsters is 
totally insane.
“I* m not black, I have nothing to 
gain,” said Louisiana State 
basketball coach Dale Brown. 
“But you have to call it what it is. 
What they’re saying is ‘we have a 
colored water fountain here, a 
white one here. We’ll allow you to
drink from the white one if you 
passthistest. It’s really disgusting. 
If I could drop out of the NCAA, 
I’d do it.”
“It’s a bad rule,” University of 
Houston basketball coach Pat 
Foster said.
Thompson is perhaps the most 
vociferouscritic: “Athletics have 
been one of the few hopes that 
socio-economically disadvantaged 
kids have had to introduce 
themselves into society. If these 
young people at this point in time 
no longer belong in higher 
education institutions because of 
the 700on the college boards, what 
are we saying?”
A numberof schools,—Harvard, 
Union, Bates and Middlebury 
Colleges, and the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology among 
them, have stopped using the test 
scores to decide who to admit 
because the tests don’t always 
accurately predict who will do well 
in college.
Bob Schaefferof Fairtest, aNew 
York group thatcampaignsagainst 
the tests, sent a letter to the NCAA 
protesting the new rule as a 
blatently improper use of test 
scores” in the wake of Proposition 
42’s adoption.
If it goes into effect, about the 
only way a poor kid can go to
college long enough to qualify for 
an athletic scholarship later is to 
borrow money.
Yet students from poorer 
families gencraly are the least 
willing to borrow money, 
numerous studies have shown. .
“If you’re talking about sums 
like $3,000 or $4,000, maybe a 
family with 9,000 income can 
contemplate a loan, “Georgetown 
President Rev. Timothy Healy 
said, but borrowing the “larger 
sums, $10,000 or 15,000" it takes 
to attend private campuses like 
Georgetown “ is absolutely 
uncontemplatable”
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*  *  *  fea tu ring  Daytona’s hottest S pring  Break hotels ★  ★  ★
TEXAN
Home of Daytona s 
hottest club 701 South
TRAVELODGE
BOARDWALK
INTERNATIONAL
Next door to the International The Spring Break favorite 
Nightlile & sunshine al its Best location on the strip 
best.
TRAVELODGE
SEABREEZE
Located only 500 feet from 
ihe Plaza Right in the middle 
of Ihe action.
ST Driving Package 4, & A O C
W ithout Transportation ▼ |  ^ , 0
TEST
T = r n
If th is  s o u n d s  o il to o  f.innlior. 
th e n  you 'd  b e tto r  m,ik<> th is  
n u m b e r fa m ilia r  to o  I 8 0 0  
K A P  TEST Lo t K a p la n  p re p a re  
you for th e  t SAT GMAT. ORE.
NCt EX. EJAR or CPA e x a m s  
C a ll' D e e p  dow n, you know  you 
ca n  te s t be tte r. So do  we.
i  KAPLAN
STANLEY H KAPLAN EDUCATtONAl (ENTER LTD.
2627 East Beltline S.E. 
Grand Rapids, MI 
49506 
957-9701
Full Packi 
With Ti $ 199
Upgrades Available (small additional charge)
•  Kitchenette
•  Oceanfront Room
•  Premium Hotel Upgrade - Clarendon Plaza
Arrangements by ECHO TOURS INC.
Does Eating 
Terrify You?
Interested individuals 
are invited to join an 
ongoing suppon group 
for people who exper­
ience food as playing a 
negative part in their 
lives.
In this group, mem­
bers work together to 
formulate more realistic 
and positive images of 
themselves.
Please call Amy Bade, 
Doctoral Intern at the 
Counseling Center for 
more information.
8 9 5 - 3 2 6 6
CLARENDON
PLAZA
Daytona's nicest rooms & 
suites Plenty ol action 
Our premium hotel
CARRIAGE HOUSE
Great location nice rooms 
and friendly service
YOUR TRIP INCLUDES:
•  Seven nights accommodations a l one of our 
exciting oceanfront hotels Our hotels are located 
right in the middle of the action Each hotel has a 
great pool and party deck and nicely furnished 
rooms with color TV and air conditioning See trip 
sponsor for specific hotel details
•  Round trip motor coach transportation via luxury 
highway coaches to Daytona Beach Florida 
Unlike others we use the newest style buses 
available
•  Pool deck parties and activities every single day 
featuring the famous Echo Belly Flop contest
•  Optional excurs ions ava ilab le  to D isney W orld  
Epcot p arty  sh ip  and more
•  An entire  lis t of bar and res tauran t d iscoun ts to 
save you money at places you would  go any way
•  The services of fu ll trme tra ve l representatives to 
throw  parties and take g reat ca»e o f you
•  A ll taxes and gra tu ities
TH E  BEST OF E V E R Y TH IN G  TO  IN SUR E YOU TH E  BEST SPRIN G BREAK!
★
Best Hotels- 
Guaranteed
Our hotels surpass 
the competition In quality 
Please Compare
Best Location in 
Daytona
Don't let a poor location ruin your 
trip - (the Daytona strip Is  
23 m iles long))
To Sign Up 
Or For More Info
Call M ike o r Dan at 895-6851 
or K ierk at 895 -6852
Shouting Distance 
from Everything
The top bars, restaurants, expos end 
free concerts (not a taxi ride 
away. Ilka other trips)
Top of the Line 
Luxury Coaches
For ihe most comfortable p a r t y  
trip to Florida
Pooi Deck Parties 
Every Day
The hottest biggest parties In 
uaytona Beach!
You might find a cheaper trip, 
but w hy risk  your 
Spring Break cash on a 
cheap imitation!!
